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By ALEXANDER G. HIGGINS
Associated Press Writer
TEHRAN, Iran (AP) — The students
holding 50 Americans hostage in the
U.S. Embassy blasted Foreign Minister
Sadegh Ghotbzadeh today for talking
too much and falsely encouraging the
Carter administration, and said "the
least" they will do is try the captives for
spying unless the shah is returned to
Iran.
The declaration followed a new en-
dorsement of the students' actions by
Ayatollah Ruhollah Khomeini, and the
assassination today of a close associate
of Khomeini that was sure to inflame
the situation. The ruling Revolutionary
Council blamed the killing of Ayatollah
Mohammad Mofateh and his two
guards on the CIA and SAVAK, the
ousted shah's secret police
Ghotbzadeh said after the shah flew
from the United States to Panama over
the weekend that some of the hostages
might be freed before Christmas, but
the students said none of the captives
would be freed and all would be tried.
They repeated their position in a state
radio broadcast today.
Khomeini also castigated the U.S.
government at a televised news con-
ference Monday night with Arab
journalists. But Khomeini said if
President Carter "descends from his
ivory tower to sit with us on the ground
and tries to establish mutual un-
derstanding, we will reciprocate,
provided he compensates us for the
cruelties inflicted so far."
The aytollah took note of con-
tradictions between the students and
his foreign minister, saying that the
suggestion by foreigners that the
students were directing Iran's foreign
nollcy PIM a lie. But he gave the
students nis unqualified endorsement,
saying that in occupying the U.S.
Embassy in Tehran and declaring that
the release or trial of the hostages
depended on the return of "our
criminal" — Shah Mohammad Reza
Pahlavi — they were acting for the
whole nation.
However, the Revolutionary Council,
the super-cabinet which governs Iran in
accordance with Khomeini's orders,
confirmed Ghotbzadeh's an-
nouncement that Christian clergymen
would visit the hostages on Christmas
Day. A council spokesman quoted by
Radio Tehran said the clergymen
would deliver presents sent by the
captives' families and "open letters."
Khomeini told the news conference at
his headquarters in Qom his regime
does not regard the U.S. Embassy as an
embassy or the hostages as "members
of the embassy."
"It was a den of espionage and they
are spies," he declared. "We reject all
the clamor by various sections abroad
that these people should be freed
because they are embassy staff and
members of a mission and so forth."
He said the U.S. government was a
bully which "skins alive the meekones
wherever it finds them, rains bombs on
them wherever it can and strips nations
of their resources wherever it can.
"Better not to have relations with
those who want to rob us until they
come to their senses and discover there
are other things in the world and realize
that the East has been the seat of a
great civilization. Then we might
establish relations with them, relations
which are reciprocal and balanced."
Tehran's chief Islamic judge,
Mohammad GWani, told a news con-
ference in the capital the order for the
trial of the hostages would come from
Khomeini and. the Revolutionary
Council which governs Iran in ac-
cordance with his orders.
Gillani also said the hostages would
be unable to get defense lawyers since
these would have to be Islamic lawyers,
and "it would be very difficult to
imagine what Islamic lawyer would
come to assist a bunch of spies."
Monday was the hostages' 44th day in
captivity, and during the day Los
Angeles radio reporter Alex Paen
delivered three sacks of Christmas




MONDAY FIRE — A grass fire Monday afternoon that started outside of the
Clark Hall dormitory at Murray State University resulted in minor damage to
the stru('ture. Fire inspector Phil Owens said the heat from the fire broke this
window. However, he added there was no interior damage. Cause of the fire is
not known, Owens said. The Murray Fire Department got the call about 4 p.m.
Colors Displayed In Response
To Carter's Appeal FC!" Unity
By The Associated Press
From a giant 90-foot banner unfurled
above the George Washington Bridge to
small flags flying on city buses in
Columbus, Ohio, Americans displayed
their colors today in response to
President Carter's call for a Unity Day
in support of the hostages in Iran.
Department stores in a number of
cities gave away Christmas cards to be
sent to the 50 embassy hostages in
Tehran, the governor of Connecticut
urged residents to join her in a silent
vigil, some churches held prayer
services and thousands of motorists
drove with their lights on.
"We are going to carry the flags until
the hostages are freed," said a
spokesman for the Central Ohio Transit
Authority as Columbus adorned all of
its buses with small flags.
A 60-by-90-foot flag, believed to be the
nation's biggest, flew from an arch on
the George Washington Bridge, which
links Manhattan with New Jersey
Electronic signs on New York ex-
pressways, which normally inform
travelers about traffic and road con-
ditions, were urging motorists to turn
on their lights.
A spokesman foe Recycled paper
Products, Inc., a Chicago greeting card
and stationery firm, said it was offering
Christmas cards at no charge to
Americans across the country to send
to the hostages.
A spokesman for the firm said the
cards were being given away through
about 100 participating department
stores in a number of cities including
New York, Washington, Baltimore,
Denver, Pittsburgh, Atlanta, Des
Moines, Cincinnati, Chicago and San
Francisco.
Analysts Say Gas Prices Could Be
10 Percent Higher In Two Months
By MARK POTTS
AP Business Writer
NEW YORK (AP) -- Gasoline prices
are climbing again, and analysts say
the cost of pulling up to the gas pump
could be as much as 10 percent higher
in the next two months.































Mostly clear and not so cold
tonight, lows upper 20s to low 30s
Mostly sunny and warm Wed-
nesday, highs 50 to 55.
Thursday through Saturday
partly cloudy and warm. Mor-
ning lows in the 30s Thursday
warming to the 40s by Saturday
morning. Highs in the upper 50s
to mid 60s.
raised as much as six cents a gallon in
the last week as major producers
responded to announced retroactive
crude oil price increases.
But other factors are at work in the
market, including inflation, Iran's
embargo on oil shipments to the United
States and revised government rules on
the mark-up gasoline dealers are
allowed, analysts say.
Crude oil price increase expected to
be approved by the Organization of
Petroleum Exporting Countries this
week could push up prices by as much
as an additional 10 cents a gallon,
analysts say, based on reports from the
OPEC meeting in Caracas, Venezuela.
The national average price of all
grades of gasoline currently is $1.03 a
gallon, according to the Lundberg
Letter.
"The brunt of it will hit in February,"
said Mark Emond, editor of the Los
Angeles-based newsletter that covers
the gasoline industry. "February ought
to be a nasty month."
On Monday, Standard Oil Co. of
California, which markets under the
Chevron brand name, and Exxon Corp.
said they were raising wholesale
gasoline prices 6 cents a gallon in
response to Saudi Arabia's decision to
boost crude prices $6 a 42-gallon barrel
to $24.
Chevron also raised the price of
heating oil 6 cents a gallon. Exxon has
announced a price increase on some of
its distillate products of 3 cents a
gallon.
Since last week, Mobil Corp. and
Texaco Inc. have raised the price of a
gallon of gasoline 3 cents; Standard Oil
Co. of Indiana, 2 to 3 cents; CITGO, a
penny; and Sun Co., 2 cents.
Chevron, Mobil, Texaco and Exxon
depend heavily on Saudi oil, and
analysts expect Texaco and Mobil also
to raise their prices in response to the
Saudi move.
Mobil's 3-cent increase came before
the Saudi action. Texaco raised prices
Saturday but said its increase was not
related to the new Saudi crude-oil price.
Neither would comment on plans for
further price increases.
OPEC-triggered increases will not be
felt at the consumer level for a few
weeks because federal gasoline price
controls require that oil companies wait
a month before passing on higher costs
to consumers.
However, because Saudi Arabia's 11
percent increase was retroactive to
Nov. 1, Chevron was able to raise prices
without delay.
Ed Stephens, general manager of a
Hecht Co. store in Baltimore, said his
firm planned to give away 10,000 cards
there and another 15,000 in Washington.
He said the postal service will have a
booth set up so customers can mail the
cards on the spot for 31 cents. He said
postal authorities also will expedite
movement of the cards to Iran, which
normally takes four to five days.
Connecticut Gov. Ella Grasso has
designated Wednesday as a day of
silent vigil in that state and has asked
residents to join in a silent vigil in
support of the hostages.
"I urge the people of our state to
gather in every town and city at 6:30
p.m. to reflect on the courage of our
countrymen so far from their homes,"
Mrs. Grasso said. 'At these gatherings,
let us light candles, and may the light of
our candles extend as a beacon of love
and concern to the hostages and their
families."
In Poughkeepsie, N.Y., civic and
church leaders tonight will light a
Christmas tree with 50 lights — one for





The Calloway County Fiscal Court
approved a recommendation to accept
all Canterbury Estates streets outside
the city limits.
The five streets are paved, curbed
and guttered, according to County
Judge Robert 0. Miller. Action came in
Monday afternoon's regularly
scheduled court meeting.
The court members also accepted the
right-of-way of Brooks Chapel Road.
County road supervisor Carroll Guy
reported that a dump truck received
extensive damage in an accident
Friday, Dec 14, on Highway 1346. Guy
said the truck rolled over. No one was
hurt, he added. Total damage has not
yet been determined, Miller said.
Miller told the court a recent order
for two new dump trucks from Dwain
Taylor Chevrolet could be changed to
three if the wrecked truck were to be
totalled.
During a Dec. 11 special meeting of
the court, members voted to accept a
bid by Taylor Chevrolet for two trucks
at $16,974 each.
The wrecked truck was purchased
Feb. 12, 1979, for $13,888. Action on the
purchase of a new truck was postponed
pending investigation to determine the
extent of the wrecked truck's damage
The court appointed Sheriff Max
Morris to represent the county in
negotiations for purchasing and
equipping a suitable emergency vehicle
for use by the Murray Fire Department
and the Calloway County Fire-Rescue
Squad.
Miller said the city of Murray offered
maintenance and storage for the
vehicle if the county: would buy it. The
proposal came about when the Murray
Woman's Club offered to start a fund
drive to purchase new "jaws of life"
machines. The current machines are 10
to 12 ,Kars old.
The broposed emergency vehicle
would carry the "jaws of life" machine.
as well as other emergency equipment.
Miller reported the second ordinance
to amend the county budget was ap-
proved last week in Frankfort.
With the weather getting colder,
Miller said there is a possibility that
some road workers may get laid off. He
added action would depend on the
weather conditions.
The courthouse will be closed Dec. 24,
25, 31 and Jan. 1, Miller said. Morris
added the sheriff's office will be on call
24 hours a day during that time period.
Baptists To Sponsor
Friendship House
Baptists in the Blood River Baptist
Association will sponsor the seventh
annual Friendship International House
during the Christmas holiday. This is a
ministry to International students who
come into this area during the
Christmas holiday as guests of Bap.
tists. The number varies each year
from 20 to 40 participants.
This year some 23 students have
indicated they plan to attend the FIB
from Dec. 20 through Jan. 1 in Calloway
and Marshall Counties, according to the
committee headed by the Rev. Donald
Phelps, pastor of New Zion Church, and
the Rev. William Taylor, pastor of
Cherry Corner Church. Some of the
persons will likely have last minute
changes in plans; therefore the exact
number that will arrive may be from 18
to 25 persons.
Officials said this gathering of
Internationals each year has proven
helpful both to the hosts and the guests
as it forms a small international
community for about two weeks that is
congenial and creates lasting friend-
ship.
At this season of the year, many
former guests communicate with the
host families they visited in past years.
Several former guests have returned to
their native land and are now busily
employed in creative activity that
contributes to the welfare of their
country, the FM officials said.
Individuals who have indicated their
plans to attend the FIE this year in-
clude the following:
Mohamed A. El-Harri, University of
Mississippi, Lebanon.
Mahrboud University o!
Tennessee, and Esam M. H. Kayed,
Central Missouri State University,
Jordan.
Sanguansri Thasanatrion and Dusit
Jesdapipat, Pennsylvania State
University, Surasak Apochom,
Morehead State University, Miss
Saovanee Ratanachareonsiri and Miss
Yuvadee Pong-Acha, University of
Bridgeport, Thailand.
Pablo Vaguer, University of
Alabama, Puerto Rico.
Miss Jiann-Hwa Shyng, Miami
University, Oxford, Ohio, Miss Jennifer
M. Su, Southern Illinois University,
Miss Pau-hwa Chang and Miss Shou Tai
Chang, University of Georgia, and Miss
Irene Hwang, University of Illinois,
Taiwan.
Miss Floe Shakhsari, University of
Southern Louisiana, Iran.
Miss Maria Zemankova, Florida
State University, Czechosolovakia.
Mr. and Mrs. Choon and Keumjin
Park, Georgia Institute of Technology,
Korea.
Mr. and Mrs. Ameziane Harhad,
Louisiana State University, Algeria.
Mr. and Mrs. Ehounou Koua,
Southern Illinois University, Ivory
Coast.
House Votes For Hostages To Be
Compensated Upon Their Release
WASHINGTON (AP) — The House
voted 369-4 today to urge that American
hostages held in Tehran be financially
compensated upon their release for the
"hardship, deprivation and danger they
have endured."
While the resolution is without force
of law and does not state how much the
hostages should be paid, sponsors said
the bill puts Congress on record as
favoring some form of restitution.
Citrus Shipment To
Murray Is Delayed
Until After Jan. 1
The shipment to Murray of oranges
and grapefruit sold by the Murray High
School Band will be delayed until after
Jan. 1, according to James Light, band
director for the Murray City Schools.
Light said that the management at
Langdon-Barber Groves in Texas told
him that there has been so much rain in
that area during the past weeks that
they have not been able to pick enough
fruit to fill the orders on time.
The band director expressed his
rvlpreciation to those who had pur-
sed the fruit and said, it will be
d livered as soon as possible after the
first of the year.
Senate approval of the measure also
was expected.
It was one in a series of resolutions on
the Iranian crisis that have been passed
by Congress since the U.S. embassy in
Tehran was seized on Nov. 4.
Rep. John Buchanan, R-Ala.,
claiming "never have I seen America
so unified since Pearl Harbor," told the
House it was appropriate the measure
be approved today: since Carter had
designated it a national day of unity for
the hostages
The resolution states that the 50
hostages have been held "in violation of
the most fundamental principles of
international laws" and that "their
ordeal has been unparalleled in the
history of the U.S. diplomatic service."
The measure calls for "appropriate
financial compensation." It would also
apply to 13 hostages already released.
It also urges -that all possible steps
be taken to ensure that the hostages'
future career prospects not be impaired
by the mistreatment they have suf-
fered."
The scant opposition to the measure
was led by Rep. James M. Collins, R-
Texas, who complained that the
hostages were acting as patriotic
Americans and that to pass such a
measure would cheapen patriotism by
"putting a price on it."
Joining Collins in voting against the
resolution were Reps. Marvin Leath, I)-





WASHINGTON (AP) — The Senate
has approved a federal income tax
break that would allow couples to
exempt up to $402 a year in income
from interest on savings accounts and
stock dividends.
Meanwhile Monday, the House ap-
proved a bill that would allow interest-
paying checking-type accounts to
continue nationwide for at least ttuie
more months.
The tax break - $201 a year for single
persons - was approved as an
amendment to the Senate version of the
"windfallprofits" tax bill, which is
headed for a House-Senate conference
committee.
The amendment has broad support in
the House, and likely will become law
despite opposition from the Carter
administration.
PA
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Lutheran Ladies- -.
Plan Installation Of New Pastor
For January; Meet, Carlson Home
Inupanuel Lutheran Ladies
met at the home of Mrs.
Russell Carlson on Tuesday.
Dec. 11. President Dolly
Lorenz opened the short
business meeting with prayer






Young, I.yda Dumsch, Vi
Wascher. besides the hostess,
June Carlson.
Election of officers was held
with Colleen Peacock elected
as the new Vice President, and
.June Carlson as secretary.
Dedication of the Mite
!-ollection oas conducted by
Sarah Finzer. A contribution
till be sent to the Inter-
national Lutheran Laymen's
League to help cover the cost
of televising the new
•'Stableboy's Christmas."
Contributions were received
to buy the church Christmas
tree and for poinsettias for
altar decoration.
Plans were made for the
visit to the Convalescent
Division of the Murray
Hospital on Dec. 18, and to
complete the gifts which will
be taken to the patients.
Christmas program rehearsal
for this visit was then led by
Colleen Peacock for Christ-
Arriving with festive
wishes for a truly
enchanting holiday.







mas Carols, and her daughter
Diane with the violin.
Plans were also made for
the installation supper for
Immanuel's new permanent
pastor, the Rev. Jay Brigham,
in January.
The group of ladies then
enjoyed a cookie exchange
with recipes and a light lunch.
Stockings for the entire
Sunday School enrollment
were then filled and made
ready for the Sunday School
Christmas program to be held
on Sunday morning, Dec 16
Deco.-A611-
By Abigail Van Buren
He Deserves
Small Hello
DEAR A : 1% hen I telephone a business executive. I
eApect HIM to alis$Aer the telephone. I don't want to waste
my 1111iu telnog some 1•;00 a month, coffee break secretary
who I lin. hy
An executi‘e who can't pick up the phone and say "Hello-
•liouldn't be an exet Lai% e.
I once rZ1 sIMICI1414: JIM his secretary asked, -Who's
Said. -Tr11S S Bar. .11141 he has about $100 worth of
tabs her,, and I %% ant to know ‘1.•hen he's coming in to cover
them. '1110%. dill 1 knom his secretary was his wile? cost
him a mink :••tult...1
So. all ou big shot executives out there, when someone
calls y ou, pick up the phone and say -Hello.- No more
Who, calliog?
. BILL IN LONG BEACH
DEAR BII.L. You rattled the wrong cage, mister. If I
didn't have a beet etary screening my calls, I'd never be able
to answer my mail or write this column. And please don't
begrudge a secretary her, coffee break. She needs it after
trying to deal with people like you!
1/EAR ABBY: I'm engaged to a terrific gal. but Suzie and
I don't see eye to eye on one small matter.
Last Saturday o e had a date for a forrnal•dinner dance at
a private club. I rented a tuxedo. and Suzie said she was sur•
prising me with a neat new outfit she bought especially- for
the occasion.
When she came to the door. I .was surprised, all right!
.Abby. she was wearing a TUXEDO- exactly like mine! I
was speechless. I knew she was hurt. but I had tell her the
truth. Iliad bought her a corsage but it would have looked
ridiculous on a tuxedo. so she left it home. I knew she
' wanted to wear the tux. so I didn't ask her to change into a
dress. -
Well, we went to the dance looking like a brother and
sister act: she was the only female there in a tuxedo. I was
uncomfortable all evening, but she thought she looked great.
Anyway. I felt funny dancing with someone who was dress-
ed like me. .
Am I old-fashioned? I wonder how many other men feel as
I do.
ONE TUX IS ENOUGH
DEAR ONE TUX: Some women look great in tuxedos,
and it's fashionable, but I'll wager that most men prefer a
more feminine look for a formal affair.
DEAR ABBY: The 3l-yt'ai old divorcee who has one child
and wants another said she had no husband or boyfriend, but
considered asking some guy to "do her' a favor" and father
her child. I'm glad you told her to scrap the idea. She's a fool.
But any guy who'd consent to granting her the "favor"
would be a bigger fool.
When. her baby: is born, it will cost money. As the child
grows, the costs increase. When she needs money, she will
ask for it. When her request is refused, she will apply for
welfare. When she goes on welfare, the state will file a
paternity suit. When paternity is declared, the father's
wages will be garnished. When his paycheck doesn't come,
his wife will discover the whole affair.
I'm norjust guessing. I know, because it happened to me.
That one -favor- has cost me $10,000 so far, and I'll be
paying for it for another 15 years!
Sign me...
'HA!) DAD" IN S.F.
CONFIDENTIAL TO "BROKE FROM KEEPING UP
WITH THE JONESE.S". Your problem was analyzed well
by Benjamin Franklin when he said: "The eyes of other
people are the eyes that ruin us. If all but myself were
blind, I should want neither fine clothes, fine houses nor fur-
niture."
If you need help in writing letters of sympathy, con-
gratulatioits or thank-you letters, get Abby's booklet "How
to 11  rite Letters for all Occasions." Send 21 and a long,
stamped (28 cents), self-addressed envelope to Abby: 132
Last(' Dr., Beverly Hills, Calif. 90212.
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HOSPITAL PATIENT
Mrs. Frances Meenaghan of
Murray was dismissed
recently from the Western
Baptist Hospital, Paducah.
MAYFIELD PATIENT
Lava Burnett of Kirksey
Rout1,1 was dismissed Dec. 1
from the Community Hospital,
Mayfield.
PATIENT AT MAYFIELD
Samuel Turner of Kirksey
Route 1 was dismissed Dec. 3






Mr. and Mrs. Bert A. Garland
Mr. and Mrs. Bert A. Garland of Kirksey will be honored
with a reception in celebration of their 'golden wedding an-
niversary on Sunday, Dec. 13. at the Multi-Purpose Room of
the Seventh and Poplar Church of Christ, Murray.
All friends and relatives are invited to call between the
hours of 2 to 4 p.m. The couple requests that guests not bring
gifts.
Mr. and Mrs. Garland were married on Dec. 21, 1929, at the
cop/ house at Paris, Tern, by County Judge D. T.
Spaulding.
Mrs. Garland, the former Alma Allen Burton, is the
daughter of the late Lannie ad Eliza Allen. Mr. Garland is
the son of the late Frank and Nancy Garland.
Their children are Mrs. Charles i Grace I-Marine, Mt. Airy,
Md.; James Garland, South Carolina; J. D. Garland,
Sedalia; Joe Garland, Kirkey; Mrs. Kenneth (Carolyn )
Hoover, Owensboro; Connie Burton, Jacksonville, Fla.; Ed
Garland, Cleveland, Ohio; Jack Garland, South Carolina.





Nesbitt, Baby Boy iMar
Rt. I, Hazel, Morris, Baby fi(,'
Deborah), Rt. 2, Bentoi
Young, Baby Girl I Judyl, 120J
Lone Oak Rd., Lot 27, Paris.
Tenn., Buckingham, Baby
Boy (Alisa ), 422 South 9th St
Murray, Hudgins, Baby Gr:
tRamellt, Rt. 3, Box 34.
Paris, Tenn., Coleman, Bat,
Girl Paula,! Rt. 1, l'ales Tr
Ct., Cadiz.
Dismissals
Mrs. Nancy E. Eldri.dge, Lit
I. Box 296, Almo, Mrs. Elsie .1
Thurman, P.O. Box 254,
Murray, Billie J. Puckett, 1524
Kirkwood, Murray, Mrs. Anna
V. Allen,. Rt. 2, Box 24-A,
Springville, Tenn., Mrs.
Teresa F. Denfip and Baby
Girl, 1402L2 Walnut, Benton,
Mrs. Linda I.. Young and
Baby Boy., Rt. 3. Box 335-B,
Benton „Upbby G. Thompson,
eraid
angels sing
out our thanks and







'lay Smits find voter 114 MSC bright
with elloccr al tisk magic
Thanks for ,,•coor Oa Will.
Rt. 5, Dortch Lane, Parts,
Tenn., Robert E. Johnson, Rt.
6, Box 224A-1, Murray, Sean C.
Morton. 1207 Kirkwood,
Murray. Mrs. Vivian
Schoettlin, Rt. 4, Box 207-B,
aigliz. Mrs. Euple Bean, Rt. 6,
MX 335, Murray, Mrs. Beulah
Collins, Rt. 1, Box 43, Almo,
Mrs. Audis M. Gooch, Rt. 4,
Box 104, Murray, Theron E.
Robbins, Rt. 2, Box 77,
Puri ,ear, Tenn.. Mrs. Mon
Obera Brittian, Rt. 5, Box 110,
Murray, Graham P. Vaughan,
General Delivery. Bumpus
Mills, Tenn., Charles L.
Rumfelt, Rt. 2, Box 79,
Stewart. Tenn., Mrs. liana
Moronski !expired), Rt. 6,
Murray. Mrs. Jennie P.





Early therapy will help
LaWienCe E. Lamb, N't.D
DEAR DR. LAMB - I'm
writing to you about my
daughter who is 65 years old.
She went to town with her
cousin She came home 10
minutes after she had left and
said she felt funny and
couldn't stand on her left foot.
She wanted to go to the bath-
room so I put my arm around
her but before we got to the
there she went down with no
feeling in her left foot and all
her left side.
We called the doctor and he
said she had a stroke. He put
her in the hospital but two
weeks have passed and there
has not been any improve-
ment. She gets two therapy
treatments a day but her hand
and toot are useless. She has a
good mind and has never had
high blood pressure and didn't
smoke Why would something
strike her just like that? Will
she ever get better' Her doc-
tor tolls her it will take time. I
really need her and miss her
•:o much.
DEAR READER - Of
course you miss her. It's
always a shock when you see
someone who appears to be
perfectly healthy develop
some sudden severe illness
such as a stroke or heart
attack. It's true that smoking
cigarettes, having high blood
pressure and having high cho-
lesterol levels all increase
your risk of having either a
stroke or a heart attack. The
fact that you don't have any of
these risk factors doesn't
guarantee that ybu won't have
one. It just decreases the risk.
By the time a woman
:reaches 65 years of age in our
society, she frequently has
quite a few fatty cholesterol
deposits in her arteries to the
brain, to the heart and else-
where in the body just like
men. That's why the rates of
heart attacks for men and
women become equal at about
that age. At earlier ages, they
are more common in men.
Strokes are sometimes
confusing to people because
they can produce such a wide
variety of symptoms. Almost
all of our visible body func-
tions are passed .through the
brain. Moving your feet,
hands and body all depend on
going through the central
switchboard of the brain
Mr..232114.
ROBERTSON BOY
Dr. and Mrs. Charles S.
Robertson, Jr.. of Preston-
sburg are the parents of a
baby boy, Jesse Charles, born
on Tuesday, Oct. 30.
They have another son.
Stewart Elias, 2'7. The father
is head of the chemistry and
physics department ' and the
mother is head of the library,
both at Prestonsburg College.
Grandparents are Mrs.
Charles S. Robertson, Sr., of
Murray and Mr. and Mrs. A.
B. Dockrey of St. Cloud, Fla.
itself. The same applies It
speaking, swallowing and vat
ious facial movements.
A stroke involves damap
to an area of the brain. If it
happens to be an area that
controls the left arm and left
leg, they may be paralyzed as
in your daughter's case. A dif-
ferent area might involve the
right arm and right leg and
they would be paralyzed. Still
a different area might affect
the speech.
To give you a better idea of
what strokes are and what
can be done about them, I am
sending you The Health Letter
number 2-5, Strokes, Cerebral
Vascular Accident Cere-
bral Thrombosis. Other read-
ers who want this issue can
send 75 cents with a long,
stamped, self-addressed enve-
lope for it. Send your request
to me, in care of this newspa-
per. P.O. Box 1551, Radio City
Station, New York, NY 10019.
To prevent strokes you
should do about the same
things you do to try to prevent
heart attacks. Stay lean, stay
on a low-fat, low-cholesterol
diet. stay physically active
and don't smoke cigarettes.
The same measures are
important after a stroke has
occurred to avoid a second
one. Certain medicines are
also important.
Many patients can be sig-
nificantly improved by early
therapy. The fact that your
daughter is in the hospital and
getting therapy is in her
favor. Such early therapy
often will help a person regain
his speech more rapidly if it is
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llr. and Mrs. Raymond Bolt, Sr.
Celebrating 45 years of marriage on Wednesday, Dec. 26,
will be Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Holt, Sr., qf Dexter Route 1.
They were hiarried on that date in 1934 at Madison, Ill.
Mrs. Holt, the former Nellie McKinney, is the daughter of
Mrs. Maud Unger McKinney and the late Charle
s Elliot
McKinney. Mr. Holt is the son of the late Holly Leo Holt 
and
Cora Hatfield Handshy.
Their children are Amber Halt • Manster, Judith 
Holt
Vaughn, Deborah Holt Hale, David.M. Holt, Douglas E. Holt,
and Sherry R. Holt, all of Murray; Alden R. Holt, Jr., Alino;
Richard Holt, Dorothy Holt Wagoner, and Rebecca Holt
Thompson, all of Hazel; Carol Holt Barrett, Delevan, /Cans.;
Brenda Holt Richardson, Lynsborg, Kans.
Three children are deceased who are Betty Jean Holt, Jack
E. Holt, and Charles Leo Holt.
Mr. and Mrs. Holt have 24 grandchildren.














CROSSROADS and COFFEE TREES
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Bible Journaling Group will
meet in the home of 0. B.
Boone, Jr., at 6 p.m.
Dorcas Sunday School
Class, First Baptist Church,
will meet at the home of Mrs.
Codie Caldwell at 6
Murray Business and
Professional Women's Club
will meet at 7 p.m. at the Ellis
Community Center for a party
for the Senior Citizens. A
stnall gift exchange will be
held and refreshments will be
served.
Murray Assembly No. 19
Order of the Rainbow for Girls
will meet at 7 p.m. at the
Masonic Temple.
Murray High School Parent-
Teacher Organization will
hear the band and the chorus
at the meeting at 7 p.m. at the
school.
Special Christmas program
by the kindergarten and first
grade students at East
Calloway Elementary School
will be presented at 6 p.m. in
the school gym.
Willing Workers Sunday
School Class of Sinking Spring
Baptist Church will have its
Christmas party at 7 p.m. at
the home of Kathryn Starks.
Murray TOPS take off
pounds sensibly) Club will
meet at 7 p.m. at the Health
Center.
In the midst of the
holiday flurry and
fun, we want to take
time to wish all our
friends a Christmas




Methodist Church Women are
scheduled to meet at 7 p.m.
Wednesday. Dec. 19
Birthday party for senior
citizens will be at 12 noon at
the Nutrition Program for the
Elderly at Douglas Center.
Community wide prayer
service for the Iran Hostages
will be at 12 noon at the First
United Methodist Church.
Family Night at Christmas
will be held at the First
Baptist Church at 6:30 p.m.
with a fellowship supper at
5:45 p.m. Supper reservations
should be made by Tuesday
noon.
High School Acteens of First
Baptist Church will meet at
7:45 p.m.
Methodist Mountain Mission
Truck will be at the First
United Methodist Church to
pick up clean usable clothing.
Music Makers Choir and the
Young Musicians Choir of
Memorial Baptist Church will
present their Christmas
program at 7 p.m. at the
church.
Christmas party for Hazel
Senior Citizens will be at the
Hazel Community Center at 1
p.m. Gifts will be exchanged.
A birthday party for all
December birthdays will be




Adams, Baby Girl (Tam.'
my), 720 S. 9th, Mayfield,
Morgan, Baby Boy Debra
Porter Ct., Tr. Ct., Paris,
Tenn.
Dismissals
Glenda Turner, Rt. 3 Bx.
413, Murray, Michele P.
Timmerman and _Baby Boy,
1007 Sharpe, Murray, Mrs.
Doretha S. Stubblefield and
Baby Boy, K5 Southside
Manor, Murray, Kelita Vance,
Rt. 1, Murray, Mrs. Florence
E. Lowery, Rt. 7 Bx. 110,
Benton, Donald W. Shipley,
Rt. 5 Bx. 360, Benton, John G.
Moore, Rt. 2, Wingo, Eddie L.
Johnston, Rt. 1 Bx. 84A, Almo,
Mrs. Deborah /C-Jolly, 102A
Williams Ave., Murray, Mrs.




was Robert Belson of New
Concord.
HOSPITAL PATIENT
Mrs. Julya Outland o
Murray has been
Lourdes Hospital, Paducah.
258, Cadiz, Tom E. Travis, Rt.
3, Murray, Mrs. Monica D.
Tune, 706 E. Wood, Paris,
Tenn., Jesse T. Huddleston,
Rt. 1, Cerulean, William M.
Allen, Rt. 1, Wingo.
Hoping that the hol.
light of Christmas whi
brighten all of your









was Samuel Pruitt of Murray.
lWi GSHARON RUM, Morager Jackie Weatlierfetd, Reservatioaist
NOM& Wes Cessoltaits: Mem S. Maier, Marierki N. Maier
711 Main St., Murray 753-G000 (4646)
OPEN 9 AM TO 5 PM MON. THRU FRI.
We Write Air Tickets For All Airlines While You Wait
.
NO CHARGE FOR OUR SERVICES!
FAR LANDS TRAVEL AGEMC1
Ws Honor The Sum. Credit Cards











Ju Don's Bags eads
Central Shopping Ctr.
Murray, Ky. 753-7958
Thursday , Dec. 29
Blue Grass C. B. Club will
have a potluck supper at 7
p.m. at the North Branch of
the Peoples Bank. Each one is
to bring a $5 gift.
Murro Women of the
Moose will meet at 7 p.m. at
the lodge hall for a business
meeting followed by a supper.
Each one should bring one
dish for the meal and a $5 gift
for exchange.
Temple Hill Chapter No. 511
Order of the Eastern Star is
scheduled to meet at the
Masonic Hall at 7:30 p.m.
First Baptist Church Baptist
Young Women will meet at the
home of Mrs. Howard Newell
at 7 p.m.
Hannah Circle of the First
United Methodist Church will
have a dessert Christmas
party at the home of Linda
Stockton, 1601 Hermitage
Place, at 7:30 p.m.
Dickens' Christmas will be
held from 5 to 9 p.m. in Press
Alley between North Fourth
and North Fifth Streets,
Murray.
Granny's Gift and Craft
Show at the Murray Senior
Citizens' office, 106 North
Fourth Street, will be open
until 8 p.m.
Ellis Center will be open
from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. for
activities by the Murray
Senior Citizens.
Hazel Senior Citizens will
meet at the Hazel Community
Center at 10 a.m. with lunch at
11:45 a.m.
Suburban Homemakers
Club will have a potluck
supper with husbands as
guests at 6:30 p.m. at the
home of Rachel Hendon.
Sixtieth Wedding
Reception Planned
Mr. and Mrs. George if Barrow
Mr. and Mrs. George W. Barrow of Hazel Route 2 will be
honored with a reception celebrating their 60th wedding an-
niversary in the Fellowship Room of the Hazel Baptist Chur-
ch, where they are members, on Sunday, Dec. 23.
The reception, hosted by their children, will be held from 2
to 4 p.m. Only out of town invitations will be sent. All friends
and relatives are invited to attend.
The couple requests that guests not bring gifts.
Mr. and Mrs. Barrow were married Dec. 21,1919, at Model,
Tenn.
Mrs. Barrow, the former Armintie Noel, is the daughter of
the late William James Noel and Nancy Atkins Noel. Mr.
Barrow, son of the late David Erwin Barrow and Mary Ellen
Crutcher Barrow, is a retired farmer and also serv:4 on the
police force for the city of Hazel for approximately 10 years
in the 1950's and 1960's.
Their children are Eugene and wife, Juanita, Puryear,
Tenn.; Robert and wife, Beth, Paris, Tenn.; Evelyn and hus-
band, Elroy, Centralia, Ill.; Floyd and wife, Martha, Hazel;
Leon and wife, Sybil, and Ray and wife, Juanita, Murray.
They have 20 grandchildren and 23 great grandchildren.
KEEP EGGNOG COLD
Eggnog should not stand at
room temperature for any
length of time. Freeze some of
it in the form of ice cubes or in
CB Club Events
The Blue Grass State C. B. Club has deposited $1,221.43 to
the bank account of Greg Black, who recently underwent a
kidney transplant at Vanderbilt Hospital, Nashville, Tenn.
This money was from half of the profits from the recent cof-
fee break held by the club.
Hawley Bucy, president, expressed the appreciation of the
club for the time and money given by the public toward this
special fund raising event.
The C. B. Club will have a potluck supper on Thursday,
Dec. 19, at 7 p.m. at the Community Room of the Peoples
Bank, North 12th and Chestnut Streets. Each member is to
bring a $5 gift.
The club met Monday, Dec. 17, at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
Hawley Bucy with 19 members present who made 30 fruit
baskets to give to some of the elderly and needy persons of
Murray and Calloway County for Christmas.
a ring mold to add to pitcher
or punch bowl. This will keep





the Western Baptist Hospital.
Paducah, was Paul But-
terworth of Murray.
PATIENT AT PADUCAH
Mrs. Blanche Beach of



































Gene & Jo's Flowers
705 S. 4th 753-4320
What Do You Look For . . . When You
Look For A Diamond?
You look at its color, its clarity and
brilliance. But the fact is—even with the
aid of a magnifying glass or
microscope—the untrained eye just can't
see all there is that makes a diamond
valuable.
That's why—when you're ready to
choose a diamond, you ought to rely on
your good taste and on Nagel & Meyer
Jewelers professional gemologists.
They know about such things as
cutting—color—clarity—and carat
weight.
Nagel & Meyer Jewelers have the
training and the tools to estimate
precisely a diamond's worth.
They should. They're members of
A.G.S. — the American Gem Society —
association of select jewelers throughout
the U.S.A. and Canada. You have to be
knowledgeable to join A.G.S
EWE LERS
1)1 Broadway. Padotah. K 1,42 ISM
Open Until 8:30 Monday Ant Friday
Until S PM Christmas Eta
Plum 753-7641




Every winter, dozens of cats in the
city and county are killed or suffer
serious injury when they are caught in
the fans of their owners automobiles
when the engines are started on cold
mornings. The animals — sometirnes
strays, but often the family cat or kitten
-- climb up into the motor to bask in the
waimth of the engine. Still snoozing the
:len morning, they are maimed and
)(ten killed by the blades of the fan
when the engine is suddenly turned
aver. ( This can also happen any time
during the day or night. )
A simple precaution would avoid pain
and injury for most of these animals,
and heartbreak for their owners.
Before you get into your car, give a
sharp rap or two on the hood of the car
up front, near the radiator. If you
forget, when you first get into your car,
tap the horn lightly a couple of times
and wait a few seconds. It is a safe bet
that most of the cats, so rudely
awakened from their slumbers, will
scamper quickly to safety.
For your pet's sake, please give a
rap.
Remember, dogs left outside during
the winter weather need adequate
shelter in which they are protected
from drafts and the wind. Caulk up the
cracks of Fido's house, and construct a
barrier or baffle to keep the wind off
him. Remember to keep him supplied
with plenty of clean, dry bedding, and
nail it to /he floor of his house to keep
him from dragging it outside. On the




Your dog is committed to you; don't
forget him when he needs you
There are a number of pups, kittens,
dogs, and cats now available at the
Animal Shelter which would make fine
Christmas gifts for the family, and the
early shopper can have his pick. It is a
good idea anyway to introduce a new
pet into your home a few days before
the confusion of Christmas Day so that
he can get used to his new surroun-
dings. The shelter is located at 105 E.
Sycamore Extended. The telephone
number (listed under "Humane














HIGHTOWER (Texas) ...I have in-
troduced legislation (H.R. 5602 ) with
the intent of establishing a better un-
derstanding between farmers and their
retail customers. The legislation if
passed, will require each loaf of bread
to reflect on the wrapper the cost of the
farm products.
"The reason is very simple. This
summer as wheat prices began to in-
crease, different groups and
organizations started to make speeches
and write letters to the President and to
Congress in almost a panic tone that
would have any export sales stopped.
"They were trying to convince both
the elected officials and the public the
moderately higher prices for wheat
would send the prices for bread through
the roof. The old scare of a "dollar a
loaf" was played up again as what
might happen if exports continued.
"The fact is that the cost of the wheat—
in a loaf of bread will be around 4 cents.
A $1 increase in the cost of a bushel of
wheat will only mean an increase of
around 142 cents per loaf of bread. One
bushel of wheat yields seventy 1-pound 1822-1976 By Dorothy and Kerby Jennings
loaves of bread. Copyright, MO
"If this information is made 4. 4-44 4-4 4-44-40-44-44-44-44-4-4-44-4-44-4-4-44-4-44 4. • *4s:464-.44+444 • •






H.R. 5602 appears to be the answer to
the flood of mail going to congressmen
asking for market-basket relief.
Printing the cost of the farm product on
the bread wrapper may seem to be far
out. However, 14 other congressmen
have rushed to cosponsor the bill. They
include, Daschle (S.D.); English
(Okla.); B.L. Evans (Ga. ) ; Hagedorn
(Minn.); Harkin (Iowa); M. Leath
(Texas); Marlenee ( Mont.); Nolan
(Minn.); Pickle ( Texas); Stenholm
(Texas); Weaver (Oreg.); Chas.




Garrott By M. C. Garrott
-
A Roundabout Way Of Apologizing
For Lousing Up A Lady's Name
I had begun to think the number "13"
was my lucky one until last Thursday —
the 13th day of December. The day
turned out tcr-be a disaster. I committed
the cardinal sin of journalism. I got a
name wrong. Not once, but seven
times!
If you will recall. last Thursday's
column dealt with a pretty young lady
and her artistic ability. Throughout the
column, I referred to her as "Lisa"
Montgomery. Actually, it's "Chris"
Montgomery, and I apologize to Chris
for this mistake.
How did it happen? The Lord only
knows. My notes have "Lisa" all the
way through, and I wrote the column
early last Sunday while the family still
was sacked in without atiy inkling
whatsoever that I had the wrong name.
No one likes to see their name wrong
in print, nor hear it mispronounced. I'm
sure Chris is no exception, although
when I called the Montgomery home in
Canterbury Gardens to apologize, her
father said she had laughed about it.
I appreciate that reaction. I have
written about others in my day that
would have taken out after me with a
double-bladed axe had I written their
name wrong.
What's done is done, they say, and
nothing I can say or do now can correct
Chris' name in the column last Thur-
sday. No one is perfect in this business,
and I am miles from even being close. I
do regret the error. It took a lot from
Chris' unusual art ability as well as the
credibility of the column.
-4-+
From some of the far out answers
•++++++4.--40,*-•-•44-++++++-4-4-44-9-944-4-44-4-4-44-0-44-+++++++1+++++
The Story Of —252
available on the wrapper of each loaf of
bread the consumer will know what the
cost is and we will not have the problem
of wanting to pin the blame on the
farmer each time the cost in the
grocery store increases.
The information required in the bill
is readily available. Bakeries with
efficient cost accounting procedures
know what their costs are to the penny.
The wrapper is going to be printed
anyway. This should not add 1 cent to
the cost of the bread. I do hope it is a
step in fostering a better understanding
/ WRITE TO POLITICIANS
44,---a -service to ou*-readers,---Thk,-- --
Murray 1.edger & Times
pere.lically publishes the addresses
of Pie state and federal elected
representatives serving our area.
FEDERAL LEVEL
A ,,y senator or representative
Mai: be reached through the
c(e.ifressional switchboard, 202-224-
3121.
Here-are the mailing addresses .
Sen. Walter D. Huddieston
3327 Dirksee Building Washington,
I). C. 20510
Sen. Wendell II. Ford
4107 Dirksen Building
Washington, I). C. 20510
dk. ,
Rep. (rroll Hubbard, Jr.
204 Cannon House Office Bldg.
Washington, I). C.20515
STATE LEVEL
State legislators may be reached
in Frankfort when the (:eneral
Assembly is in session by dialing 1-
564-2500 or by writing to them in care
of the State Capitol Building,
Frankfort, Ky. 40601. Home
addresses of state legislators






Joe T. Lovet, editor of the Ledger & Times, sold his ;tar t: a
in the Murray paper to John S. Neal and wife and Rawleigh Mt
loan, long-time newsman in Calloway County. John Mc Meloati,
a brother of Rawleigh's, died Jan. 13, 1935, in Frankfort, Kv.
other brother newsman, Perry Meloan, lived in Brownsville, Ks. The
three Meloans, all natives of Murray, were outstanding nessspapei
men and were well known over the state.
The Bank of Hazel merged with the Dees Bank during the
early months of 1938 in a voluntary liquidation and consolidation.
No losses were incurred ,in the business move and the survivin't
institution still flourishes in our pleasant little southern city.
By the middle of ,.larch of 1938, the telephone system of Mur-
Jaya was modernized from the old magneto lever cranking systcm
to a flash systen, The changeover was a welcomed technological
improvement. Murray was growing up. In addition the enrollment
. of Murray State had reached 1,000 students. Blacktopping of OH
Coldwater Highway had reached the midway point, providing ,
shorter modem road into Mayfield. C. Ray, who had pioneered a
passenger route for highway buses, announced the construction ct
a new bus terminal in 1938 at the corner of ‘Valnut and North 6ti
streets. The Columbia Amusement Company' announced plans- fig
the construction of a modern theatre on Main Street near 6th Street
On Feb. 9, 1939, the Varsity opened with spectacular fanfare of
appropriate addresses by town dignitaries and the showing of a
timely film, "Kentucky." .
Calloway County rural area merged with the REA organization
in Graves County with electric lines being installed in this county,
4,..11providing farm folks with the modern co yenience of electric energy
for the first time in rural Calloway Count in 1938.
With construction of the Gilbertsville Dam getting underway,
a surge of applicants for jobs on the project resulted. Examinations
were held in Calloway County for prospective workers. Competi-
tion was keen for the pay schedule was much higher than had ever
prevailed in the area. For the first time, the federal government
decreed a minimum work week of 44 hours and hourly wage rate.
however the Gilbertsville project was much higher than the national
minimum.
To Be Continued
had often given her. Cathryn had long
contended that I was bordering on a
hearing problem when she insisted
some months back that I submit to a
hearing test in the offices of her doctor
in Dayton, Ohio.
"Okay," I said, "If that will make
you happy, I'll do it just to show you
that I'm fine." I try to keep her happy.
So, the next time she went to Dayton
for a checkup, I went along — an ap-
pointment arranged with the doctor, a
cocky little audio specialist of in-
ternational renown. I was to get a
complete hearing test.
Now, if you've never been through a
hearing test, it's quite an experience. In
fact, it's fun in a way. The only thing is:
Don't get the idea that you've got it
knocked.
As expected, they put me in one of
those sound-proof, isolation booths
from which I looked through a little
window at a pretty young thing seated
before a sophisticated console of
scientific knobs and dials.
I was told that I would be hearing
eferent sounds and even words. As
soon as I heard anything, I was to say so
or raise my hand and to repeat any
words or phrases I heard. "Nothing to
this,'' I thought, and indicated with a
nod that I was ready to receive the
signaL.
For the next few minutes, I listened
and responded as all kinds of sounds,
words and phrases were piped in to me.
Each time, the young lady would nod,
smile sweetly and write something or
circle a number on a clip-board in front
of her. We breezed right through the
test. Confidentally, I thought I had
come through with flying colors.
+++
- .-.You-can _ imagine my astonishment
later in the doctor's office when he
leaned back in his chair after looking at
my charts and, rolling a big cigar
around in his mouth, said, "Mr.
Garrott, you've got a hearing problem
Business Mirror
and there's nothing I can do for you
other than put a hearing aid on you.
"In fact," he went on, "you could use
two." I didn't have any trouble hearing
that He went on to say that my
problem was .a gradual, natural one
that comes to just about everyone as
they get older.
"Your trouble is with the 'high
notes," he said, going on to explain
what he meant. I still don't know
exactly what he was talking about but
came away convinced I was missing
the "high notes."
He then directed me to his own
hearing aid clinic elsewhere in the
building to check out a couple aids for
my ears. There a personable young
man took over, explained their services
— how the aids are specially fitted to
each patient, and how complete
satisfaction was guaranteed.
Nothing was said about price.
Finally, I ventured, "Now, what does
all this cost?" "We can fit you for $395,"
he said, dropping his eyes and
straightening a pile of papers on his
desk.
"That's for two of them, one for each
ear?" I asked.
"Oh, no," he replied. That's for one.
Two would be $790."
"Seven hundred and ninety dollars!"
I exclaimed. He nodded solemnly.
"Well, son," I managed to stammer.
"I heard THAT all right! I'll tell you
what: When I get a lot worse than I am
now, maybe I'll be back and get one or
two of those things, but for the time
being, I guess I'll just have to mLss
some of those 'high notes'."
+++
Apparently, that's what happened
when I misunderstood Chris's name
and took it as "Lisa." Perhaps the
name "Chris" is a "high note" and it
sounded like "Lisa" to me.
All of which is a roundabout way of
again telling Chris I'm sorry I loused up




NEW YORK I AP I — The house in the
1970s wasn't just a man's castle. It also
was his hedge against inflation, his
savings, his tax break, his investment,
the hope for his children's education
and his retirement.
Single-family homeowners now have
an equity of more than $1.5 trillion in
more than 55 million units, or $28,000
per unit, compared with 1970 figures of
$656 billion on 46.8 million units, or
$14,000 per unit.
Prices changed. The median sale
price of existing single-family homes in
1970 was $23,000. The National
Association of Realtors found a median
of $56,000, 143.5 percent higher, in 1979.
New home prices rose even faster.
-
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Commerce Department figures show
the typical single-family home sold for
$23,400 in the first year of the decade,
and about $64,200 in the last, a dif-
ference of 174 percent.
Postwar babies, the population surge
that began after World War II and
which earlier had changed education,
art and politics, had a lot to do with It.
"These were new buyers," explained
a real estate analyst. "They didn't sell
one home to buy another. They were
brand new demand." They demanded
singles, duplexes, apartments, mobiles,
coops, condos.
In the decade of the 1970s the housing
stock of the country grew by 15 million
units, from 67.7 million to 82.8 million,
despite the loss of roughly a halfmillion
old units a year, mostly in inner cities.
Inflation spurred the boom, among
other things forcing renters to seek a
piece of the action, to buy their own
borne rather than continue to pay ever-
higher rents. Even the swinging singles
joined in.
Owning a home, people found, was
indeed a hedge, with median prices
year after year rising more than in-
flation in general, often as much as 25
percent or 30 percent more.
In mid-1979, the consumer price index
WM growing at a 13.2 percent annual
rate, but existing single-family homes
had risen 17.2 percent in the preceding
12 months. All gain, said owners.
The picture is changed as the decade
ends. The prices and financing bear
Little resemblance to those of the 1970s.
Some talk fearfully of a coming price




Army Sgt. James A. McMillen, son ot
Mr. and Mrs. William McMillen of
Murray Route 2, received the Bronze
Star Medal for service in Vietnam.
Specialist Fourth Class Kenny R.
Hale will leave in January for a year's
tour of duty in Korea. He is the son of
Mr. and Mrs. Coy Hale of Murray.
The Murray Jaycees honored the
Murray High School Football Team at a
banquet held at the Holiday Inn with
Murray State University Coach Bill
Furgerson as speaker. Elected as
captains for next year were Johnny
Rayburn, Barry Stokes, and Johnny
Williams.
Births reported include a boy to Capt
and Mrs. Urey W. Alexander on Dec. 16,
a boy to Mr. and Mrs. William Payton
on Dec. 14, a girl to Mr. and Mrs
Gilbert S. Wild, Jr., on Dec. 16, and a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. Dannie Harrison on
Dec. 15.
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Cable and sons, Joe
Mac, Jeffrey, and Michael, of Oak
Ridge, Tenn., are the guests of their
mothers and grandmothers, Mrs. Ray
Cable and Mrs. Novel McReynolds.
Showing at the Capri Theatre is
"Change of Habit" starring Elvis
Presley and Mary Tyler Moore.
20 Years Ago
Building permits amounting to
$53,900 were issued last month in the
city of Murray by City Building
Inspector Humphrey Key.
Deaths reported include Ovid
Edwards, 56, and Mrs. Tyline Tucker
Burgit, 53.
Army Pvt. Gene W. King is now
receiving eight weeks of. advanced
training at the Artillery and Missile
Center, Fort Sill, Okla. He is the son of
Mr. and Mrs. James P. King.
Dennis Taylor is chairman of the
Four Rivers Council Cub Scout Pow
Wow planned Jan. 30, 1960 at Austin
School, Murray.
Births reported at the Murray
Hospital include a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Ellis Meadows and a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. Freddie Calhoun.
Dr. C. C. Lowry, local surgeon, spoke
at the meeting of the Methodist Men's
Club. He was introduced by Julian
Evans, program chairman.
30 Years Ago
Ray Mofielk---bas been elected
president of thOSIurray State College
Alumni Association to succeed Guy
Billington of Murray, according to M.
0. Wrather, Alumni secretary.
Deaths reported include Betty
Wicker, 82.
The Rev. George Bell is serving as
minister of the First Methodist Church.
The Hazel Duck Derby will be held
Dec. 20 at Hazel High School, sponsored
by the Hazel Parent-Teacher
Association. Music will be by the
Rhythm Ramblers with Brandon Dill_
In high school basketball games
Hazel beat Grove High, Kirksey beat
Brewers, Lynn Grove beat New Con-
cord, and Alm° beat Murray Training.
High team scorers were Taylor for
Hazel, McGehee for Grove, Usrey for
Kirksey, Mobley for Brewers, D.
Darnell for Lynn Grove, Finney for
New Concord, Miller for Almo, and
Jackson for Murray Training.
Showing at the Varsity Theatre is
"Tokyo Joe" starring Humphrey
Bogart.
Bible Thought
The lord make his face shine upon
thee, And be gracious unto thee,
Numbers 6:25
I )o ou daily alter the lace of
(,oif and upon tind,ng I fim. does He
June out of N. MI ,Jr1tIP the world,
Today In History
By The Associated Press
Today is Tuesday. Dec. 18, the 352nd
day of 1979. There are 13 days left in the
year.
Today's highlight in history:
In 1865, the 13th Amendment to the.
Constitution was adopted. abolishing
slavery.
On this date:
In 1777, George Washington's troops
went into winter quarters in Valley
Forge, Pa.
In 1787, New Jersey became the third
state to ratify the Constitution. •
In 1903, the United States and
Panama formalized a treaty placing
the Canal Zone in American hands in;
perpetuity, for an annual rent.
In 1973, Syria refused to attend the,
Mideast peace talks in Geneva.
In 1975, the United States, Israel and
eleven other nations withdrew from the'
UNESCO meeting in Paris because of a
dispute over the meaning of Zionism.
Ten years ago, Britain abolished the
death penalty for murder.
Five years ago, the Soviets denied
they'd given the United States any,
specific assurances of easier
migration in return for trade benefits
and credits.
One year ago, the dollar plunged oit
world financial markets as a i esult ot
OPEC's announcement of plans for S
14.5 percent oil price boost.
Today's birthdays: Diplomat and
former Attorney General Ramsey
Clark is 52. Congressman Jack Brook*
of Texas is 57.
Thought for today: Educate melt
without religion and you make them bur.
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Plurality Of Public Wants To See Carter Run
By EVANS WITT
Associated Press Writer
NEW YORK (AP) - More
than half of the public noW
wants to see Jimmy Carter
run for re-election, a
remarkable reversal from the
negative sentiments about the
president in the last six
months, an Associated Press-
NBC News poll says.
Carter's handling of the






Wi.bimg you a Christmas
bright o lb promise and







his standing with the public
the largest boost of his tenure
in office. But with more than
10 months left before the
-election. the seemingly in-
tractable problems of the
economy and energy are still
major weak spots for Carter's
image.
Sen. Edward M. Kennedy,
for one, has promised to make
Carter's handling of the
economy a central theme as
Kennedy. tries to defeat Carter
in the battle for the
/emocratic presidential
nomination.
In the poll taken Dec. 11 and
12, 56 percent of those in-
terviewed by telephone said
they would like to see Carter
run for re-election next year.
Thirty-one percent would not
like to see him run and 13
percent of the 1,595 adults
interviewed across the
country were not sure.
This is quite a change from
before the Iranian crisis.
As recently as September,
59 percent opposed a Carter
reelection hid, while only 33
percent supported one. Eight
percent were not sure.
Only three weeks ago, the
November AP-NBC News poll
found a 4146 split against a
'arter re-election bid.
Democrats now favor a
Carter try for a new term t)
62-28 and independents by 53-
32. And — for the first time
since the question was in-
troduced in the polling in
August 1978 — Republicans
say they would like tosee him
run again,-by a 52-36 edge.




for eve rlasti peace
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Hendon's Service Station
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OZARK HOG SALE




30 Bred Gilts 40 Bred Gilts
30 Boars 30 Boars
29 Open Gilts 30 Open Gilts
YORKSHIRE CROSSBREDS












Rt. 2, Willow Springs, MO. 65793
Phone: 417469-2029
to Carter's handling of the
Iranian crisis, which has also
sparked a major surge M his
overall job rating as the public
overwhelmingly approved of
his efforts to free 50
Americans held hostage in
Iran.
Carter's overall job rating
has leaped 21 points since the
crisis began and 15 points
since the last AP-NBC News
poll three weeks ago.
Forty-five percent of those
questioned Dec. 11-12 said
Carter's work overall is ex-
cellent or good. Forty-one
percent said his work has been
"onlycfair" and 12 percent
rated it poor. Two percent of
the 1,595 adults interviewed
nationwide by telephone were
not sure.
In mid-October, before the
hostages were seized Nov. 4,
24 percent rated his work
excellent or good and another
24 percent rated it poor. Half
called his efforts only fair. The
rest were undecided.
The AP-NBC News poll
taken Nov. 27-28 found 30
percent rating his work ex-
cellent or good, 49 percent
only fair and 18 percent poor.
Three percent were not sure.
On foreign policv. 48 percent
in the most recent poll said
Carter's work has been ex-
cellent or good, up from 24
percent in October. Thirty-
three percent.said it has been
only fair, down from 43 per-
cent. Fifteen percent called it
poor, Just over half the 28
percent found in October. The
remainder each month was
undecided.
The AP-NBC News poll
taken Nov. 27-28 found 30
percent rating his work ex-
cellent or good, 49 percent












PEACE a Efilifn H
May the radiance and gift of His
love light your way to everlasting
peace and contentment.
Best wishes for a joyous Christmas.
From The Staff Of
Westview,Nursing Home














e would like to take this time to thank the
people and businesses for their support




The spirit of Christmas is everywhere
filling the world with happiness and joy.
We hope your holiday is brimming
with all good things.
D & W Auto Supply
Three percent were not sure.
On foreign policy, 48 percent
in the most recent poll said
Carter's work has been ex-
cellent or good, up from 24
percent in October. Thirty-
three percent said it has been
only fair, down from 43 per-
cent. Fifteen percent called it
poor, just over half the 28
percent found in October. The
remainder each month was
undecided.
On the specific issue of the
Iranian crisis, Carter con-
tinued to draw overwhelming
backing.
Sixty-nine percent said they
approve of the way he l5
handling the situation
Twenty-one percent disap
prove. Nine percent were not
sure and I percent had not
heard of the crisis.
But on the economy and
inflation, the public judgment
of Carter remains harsh.
(Continiod Ila Page 7)
s e 4,,s.. -e0/-->r,/-4
Chrism453"
Wishing youths 1.•
\ bright and happysofak  
4 Christmas . . .
with much ec
0 approciation.
Tabers Body Shop, Inc.
1301 Chestnut SI. Phone 753-3134
Remembering friends, old and new, with
warmth and appreciation and hoping the
horn of plenty brings its bounty to your door!
HAZEL CAFE 498-8962
Wo ION doss Soodo1, Doc 23 at 2111p.o. and •111 rooms Sunday, Ow. 3115 at
7 as.
adie Ihaek Gift 14irPriced
Calculators
...for Purse, Pocket, Desk, Printout or Fun
for Everyone!
Sale! Wallet-Size LCD Calculatoti\







& Square Root Keys
•
EC-264 by Radio Shack
Palm-Size LCD Micro-Mini
Calculator
EC-265 by Radio Shack
Fits in a shirt pocket.
yet has 4-key mem-
ory. percent and
square root keys. Bat-
teries. included, eas-









What a value, what a stocking stutter, Big.
bright display. overflow and memory indica-










clock, day date calen-
dar. Credit card size.
With case. batteries.
65-692
Radio Shack Is Your One-Stop Center for Calculating Gift Ideas!









GPM. percent and percent-
of-change keys AC adapter
lack 65-660










Most Stores Open Late Nights



















Fits in briefcase 4-key mem-
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t Here's the Answer
By ANDY LANG
AP Newsfeatures
Q. - I have seen consider-
able material about replacing a
faucet washer when the faucet
is leaking, but nothing about
what to do when the leak is
coming from the nut on the out-
side rather than from the regu-
lar water outlet When the fau-
cet is turned on, water pours
from under the nut How can
this leak be stopped"
By virtually eliminating infiltration its possible to save as
much as 88 percent of the heat lost through uninsulated
windows with this In-Sider interior storm window. It s
extremely lightweight and, easy to cut, fit and install on
windows of any size. For more information get in touch with





.ALL T ,PES OF WOODWORKING
.NEW KITCHEN CABINET TOPS
+CABINET HARDWARE
Also
.CUSTOM BUILT KITCHEN CABINETS OR, GIVE YOUR OLD
CABINETS A NEW FACE LIFT WITHOUT TEARING THEM OUT
1212 Main, Murray, Ky., 753-5940
We're a jack-of-all-trades when it
comes to remodeling.
We're equipped with a qualified team






A. - First, as with any fau-
cet repair, shut off the water
before doing anything else.
There usually is a shutoff valve
under the fixture. U not, you
will have to close whatever
valve controls the water to that
line. Loosen the packing nut
the one you mentioned) with a
wrench, turning it counter-
clockwise. If you turn the fau-
cet handle as though turning on
the water, you will be able to
remove the stem from the fat-'
cet, after which you can get off
the nut. Use an awl or some-
thing sharp to dig the old pack-
ing, a cord-like material, from
the inside of the nut. Replace it
with a similar packing, which
can be purchased from a hard-
ware store if you have none on
hand. Screw the nut back onto
the stem. It should go back as
far as it was originally. If it
cioesn't, it means you have in-
stalled too much packing, in
which case remove a little of it.
Reassemble the faucet and the
leak will have disappeared if
everything has been done prop-
erly.
Traditional American oil lamp.
is carefully reproduced in
gleaming brass to continue
the current interest in 'nostal-
gia furnishings. Design has
concealed downlight, con-
trolled by a 3-way switch.
DURABILITY COl•NTS
Building products that
last and are easy to care for
are what today's consumer
wants. In roofing, asphalt
. shingles designed for long
life with little maintenance
are growing in popularity
among buyers and home-
owners alike: Three-dimen-
sional shingles also come in
rustic earthtone shades to

















THREE BEDROOMS and tv.c, :,aths, plus formal and infor-
mal areas, are on the first floor this French Colonial house.
Upstairs is a room that can be , :•ed as a studio or as a fourth
bedroom. Plan HA1130C has 405 square feet on the first
floor and 280 on the second. For more information
write-enclosing a stamped, set-addressed envelope-to ar-
chitect Lester Cohen. 48 We,: 4Sth St., New York, N.Y
!IP) ifi
EASY TO ASSEMBLE PATIO COVERS
AVAILABLE FOR DO-IT-YOURSELFER
t'atio Coy ers once were con-
sidered an expensi%e custom
built addition to a home .
Nol% thes are designed for
wet:I:end installation hy any -
one who can use a %cress-.
driyer.
An aluminum Patio Cover
in a site for every need can
he easily assembled and
erected to add valuable main-
tenance free outdoor liy ini
space for the house or mobile
home.
This Patio Coser with
baked-on white enamel finish
will not rust and pros ides
years of trouble free sets ice
hue pros iding shade t rom •
the sun and had weather
protection in eve6 season.
It is ayailable in sizes frk ,n
twelve fee( to twenty fec! r:
1‘\
tattilottre
Not all microwave ovens are aliket Get the complete facts on microwave cooking
If you own a microwaVe oven, or you're
thinking about buying a microwave oven . . .
you're invited











1 li .1 i:t .;to
HERE'S WHAT YOU'LL SEE:
Everyone Welcome
• ",alr r-d a der-ur,strators wr -lany
benefits of microwave cooking, including how you can
save 500, to 75% of the energy normally used in cooking .
• They will explain how you can cook most foods gourmet
perfect in lust one fourth the usual time
• Learn how you can brown, sear, grill fry, bake and saute
with a microwave oven browning skillet
• There will be a question and answer period so you can
*get the straight facts about microwave cooking
• You will receive literature explaining how Microwaves






width and a projection of six
feet to ten feet to meet any
size requirement. The com-
pletely packaged Ratio Cover
includes step-by-step instruc-
tions with all nuts, bolts and
clips. An innerlock roll-in.








At no time since the country
became energy-conscious have
manufacturers flooded the mar-
ket with so many varieties of
energy-saving products as dur-
ing the past few months.
Items have included new
types of insulation, weath-
erstripping, heat reclaimers,
windows, venetian blinds, drap-
eries and various other kinds of
fuel-saving articles. All, in
some way; are designed to keep
warm air inside the house and
cold air out of it in one period
of the year and the other way
around at another time.
One study, conducted by the
Illinois Institute of Technology,
concluded that the mere act of
lowering and raising window
shades at the proper times of
day and season could cut fuel
costs for cooling and heating.
The scientists calculated that
lowered shades blocked out up
to 54 percent of the sun's _rays
and hot air that normally get
into the house through the win-
dows in the summer in a mod-
erate climate. They further
said that shades kept inside up
to 31 percent of the indoor heat
that normally escapes through
windows in cold weather.
Now comes a new study and
a new conclusion: that a simple
do-it-yourself project can sub-
stantially increase the ability of
a window shade to prevent the
passage of air through a regu-
lar glass window. Fitting a
wooden slat at the bottom of
the shade into side tracks in-
stalled inside the window frame
is said to improve window-
shade heat loss reduction by 17
percent to almost 40 percent,
depending on materials.
This conclusion was reached
by David Buchanan, associate
professor of Design and Envi-
ronmental Analysis, after a
series of laboratory tests at
Cornell University- under .a
grant from the American
Society of Heating, Refrig-
erating and Air Conditioning
Engineers.
In comprehensive tests to
measure the decrease in heat
normally lost through an uncov-
ered glass window, Buchanan
found that the fairly common
vinyl-covered opaque cotton
shade reduced heat loss by 31.5
ON THE
HOUSE
percent. When the shade was
fitted into the side tracks, the
heat loss reduction was 37 per-
cent. With shade materials that
allowed more heat to escape
than the opaque shade, adding
side tracks meant an even
greater difference. A vinyl-
coated translucent shade went
from 26.2 percent to 36.3 per-
cent in heat loss reduction,
while an all-vinyl shade's per-
formance went up from 241
percent without tracks to 34.6
percent with tracks.
Side tracks can be made with
wooden slats, glued or nailed
vertically to the window frame
with a half-inch clearance in
which to fit the shade's sides. A
metal or plastic u-channel can
perform as wit The best and
easiest to use is a plastic u-
channel that can be easily
forced open. This "hinging"
characteristic makes it simple
to insert the shade in the chan-




















and we can help too -
with a Heat
Pump
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Carter Poll...
(centesoid from Page 5)
Nineteen percent said
Carter is doing an excellent or
good job on the economy,
versus 35 percent who sant tic
is doing a poor job I- orty-two
percent said he is doing only a
fair job. Four percent sere
not sure.
On dealing with energy
problems, 25 percent gave
Carter high marks, while 30
percent rated his work poor.
Forty-one percent called his














I. arter's job rating on the
economy is up four points and
his energy rating six points
from the November AP-NBC
News_ poll.
Concern over the economy
and eller* were two major
factors that eroded Carter's
job rating after his previous
foreign policy triumph that
boosted his standing with the
public - the Camp David
summit on the Middle East.
His overall rating surged 16
points after the summit in
September 1978.





By the end of 1978, six points
of the bulge had evaporated
and by July of this year,
'arter's job rating reached
the lowest point for any
president in more than two
lecades.
As with every sample
survey, the results of the AP-
NBC News poll can vary from
the opinions of all those with
telephones across the country
because of chance variations
in the sample.
For polls with about 1,600
interviews, the results should
vary no more than 3 per-
centage points either way
simply because of sample
error. That is, if one could talk
to all adults in the country,
there should be only one
chance in 20 that the results
would vary from the findings
of this poll by more than 3
percentage points.
Of. course, the results could
also vary because of dif-
ferences in question wording,





It) celebrate it racliiitit holiday
\vc send you greetings and thanks.
Purchase
EQUIPMENT CO. INC.
Hwy. 94E Phone 753-2215
James Rickman, Charles Roberts, Don Chapman
Ltilta
EITME
We hope you enjoy
everything
this wonderful
season has to offer.
Thank you, friends.
Lampkins Buick
302 N. Main Benton, Ky.
"A DICKENS' CHRISTMAS," a first for Murray, will highlight the hanging of huge pine
and holly wreaths along with real pine garlands along Press Alley. Initiated by interested
citizens of Murray, the three days' Christmas celebration will be held Thursday and Friday
from 5 to 9 p.m. and Saturday from 1 to 8 p.m. No admittance will be charged and entire
families are invited. Pictured, left to right, are Mary Jane Littleton. Deanna Parker,
Rainey Apperson, and Juliet Wallis as they help assemble the wreaths. Murray Senior
Citizens fashioned the large red bows used on the evergreens.
THE ACES'IRA G CORN. JR
"What we anticipate sel-
dom occurs; what we least
expect generally happens." -
- Benjamin Disraeli.
In today's tortuous game,
West anticipated scoring his
king of trumps. And to pave
the way, he tried to place
the lead in dummy. Reason-
able enough. UnfJrtunately,
matters took a curious turn
and West Was left with what
he least expected.
. Jim Rosenbloom of New
York City (South) made a
pushy bid to game, however,
with such a good trump suit
and his wealth of controls,
he reasoned that he didn't
need much to make his
game.
West led a spade that
declarer ducked and the
spade continuation was won
by declarer's ace. Declarer
led the diamond queen to
West's ace and it was now
time for West to think.
The defense already had
taken two tricks and West
was looking at his singleton
king of trumps. If he could
score that card via declar-
er's losing finesse, then the
game would be down one
trick.
Rather than giving
declarer a possible free
heart finesse, West obliging-
ly led a diamond, fully
expecting declarer to win in
dummy.
Had declarer done so, he
would have been able to dis-
card two heart losers on the
high diamonds, but he would
still have a heart loser left
even if he found the king of
clubs. So the unbelievable
took place.
Declarer ruffed the dia-
mond with his 10 of trumps
to establish dummy's dia-
monds and then he banged
down the ace of trumps.




• KJ 7 52
+6532
WEST EAST
•6110872 • Q 9 4
• 7 5 4 •KJ102

























Opening lead Jack of
spades
and declarer's trump four
provided an eventual dum-
my entry for the diamonds.
Five clubs, bid and made








May not be used in combination














' itFOR with the purchase
of any size Hamburger.
Expires Expires 12/23/79
Murray Only
ICHEESE ENTRA • 'NET WEIGHT Bit-ORE (004(1rw,







W 7 5 4





non forcing and invitational.
North may bid on if he likes
his minimum.
Send bridge questions to The Mes,
PO Box 12363. Dallas Texas 75225.




Fees By $450 Yearly
DANVILLE, K. AP, —
Recent action by the Centre
College Board of Trustees will
mean higher tuition fees for
Centre students next year.
The trustees have approved
a hike of $450 in tuition and
fees for full-time resident
students. The increase- raises
the cost of attending Centre
from $5,500 to $5,950 per year.
President Thomas A
Spragens cited the "con-
tinuing inflationary spiral" as
the reason for the increase.

























FOR WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 19,1979
What kind of day will
tomorrow be? To find out what
the stars say, read the
forecast given for your birth
Sign.
ARIES
Mar. 21 to Apr. 19) VA
Consider taking some
courses to improve job skills.
Show loyalty on the job. Stay
4 clear of inter-office squabbles.
Be impartial.
TAURUS
Apr. 20 to May 20)
Don't overlook details re an
investment plan. A second
phone call will resolve tension
at a distance. Be consistent
with children.
GEMINI




won't help matters either.
Face problems for solutions.
-CANCER
(June 21 to July 22) 0(2)
Tom's Cabin' Site Careless thinking can marwork efforts. Affection the key
to transcending relationship
difficulties. Be a good listener.
Be supportive.
LEO
(July 23 to Aug. 2)41244
Keep spending within
reasonable limits. The pursuit
of happiness could prove
costly. Be willing to save time
for record keeping. "
VIRGO
(Aug. 23 to Sept. 22) n1)%
The accent is on domestic
matters. Listen carefully to




(Sept. 23 to Oct. 22) —
You can do much to soothe
an irritable person by day's
end. Pay special attention to
details and little squibs of
conversation now.
SCORPIO
(Oct. 23 to Nov. 21) 1/1104C.
Finances need watching. A
friend may be lax about an
obligation. Nevertheless, the
p.m. favors socializing with
old friends.
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov. 22 to Dec. 21) )e'
Show, others you're con-
scientious and a -career op-
portunity may be handed you.
However, secure financial
agreements in lieu of vague
promises.
CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 19) 104
• •
MACEO, Ky. AP) — The
Kentucky Heritage Com-
mission has nominated the
"Uncle Tom's Cabin" site in
eastern Daviess County for
inclusion in the National
Register of Historic Places.
Dave Adkisson, executive
•vice president of the Owen-
sboro-Daviess County
Chamber of Commerce, said
the commission also offered to
assist the local organization in
securing grants to develop the_
property near Maceo.
The site would be listed
officially as "The Amos Riley
Plantation Site, Home of
-Josiah Henson."
Henson, a slave on the
plantation from 1825 to 1830,
escaped with his family to
Canada and became a noted
educator there.
Harriet Beecher Stowe,
author of "Uncle Tom's
Cabin," wrote some years
after the novel was published
that Henson's account of his
years in slavery was the basis
for her charactter. "Uncle
Toni.' •
New Medical Center
To Open In Bowling
Green Next Month
BOWLING GREEN, Ky.
i AP) — A new Medical Center
is scheduled to open here the
week of Jan. 27.
Hospital administrator John
C. Desmarais said the move
from the present City-County
Hospital to the new Medical
Center should take only 24
hours.
During that time, two
emergency rooms will be in
operation, one at each
hospital.
Hospital officials originally
believed the new facility
would open between Dec. 15
and Jan. 15. But Desmarais
said the move was pushed
back due to last-minute delays
on a number of minor items.
Someone at a distance is
difficult or in difficulty.
Forget past slights and
display that loyalty that your
sign is known for.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
Settle only for ironclad
financial agreements.
Otherwise, others' may not
keep their word. Friends may
be a source of concern.
PISCES
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 201
Career dealings require
careful concentration now. Be
alert. Do nothing to arouse
other's jealousy. Loyalty
brings affectionate responses.
YOU BORN TODAY are
interested in reform and
anxious to redress the wrongs
done to your fellowman.
You're naturally attracted to
politics and can achieve a
position of leadership. Though
you are good in business and a
moneymaker, you're more
inclined to seek work in the
professions. Law, medicine,
literature, TV, music and
publishing are some of the
fields in which you'll find
happiness.
"-(
Statistics in a study
published bj the International
Labor Organization indicates
that todaj there are at least 52
million workers wider the agc
of 15. Of these, more than 50
million'are in the devetopmc





The new—and very reliable—
A 8 Dick 990 plain paper coo-
t, compares to emopment cost-
!rig SO", more
The 990 has all of the "most
wanted" features of machines'
costing 50% more—including
the versatility to make irir
copies, copy on both- sides of
paper, and use most any kind


















Register for our BEL-AIR CENTER Christmas Give-A-
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Sports
TWO FOR TWO — Kim Willie (25) and Melissa Miller (20) go to the basket for points during last night'sCalloway Lady Laker victory over Hickman County. • 
Photos By Bruce 7w-oboe,
'Cats Take 95-69 Win
CCHS Tops Hickman 75-50
Mirrray Ledger & Times
Mina Todd Fires In 47
To Lead Laker's Victory
Tabbed "the best ball game
she ever played" by Coach
David Elliott, Calloway
County's Mina Todd put on a
scoring exhibition with a
career-high 47 points in
leading her Lady Laker team
to a 75-50 triumph over Hick-
man County.
Elliott added his squad
•'played well and each player
saw action" in the contest
Monday night at Calloway
High. The coach also singled
out Kim Willie, who netted 16
points and pulled down a
game-high 16 rebounds. Willie
also blocked 3 shots.
During her assault on the
goals, Todd connected on 21 of
25 shots from the floor and 5 of
10 charity tosses. As a team.
the Lady Lakers hit 31 of 48
shoots from the field for 64.5
percent.
But Todd showed skills at
both ends of the court. The
In AP College Poll
senior pulled down 8 rebounds.
rejected 6 Hickman shots and
handed out 6 assists.
Leading scorer for Hickman
was Rogers with 12.
('a!Iowa), upping its season
slate to 7-1, had quarter leads
of 16-12, 39-24 and 59-34.
The Lady Lakers will be in
action again tonight, as they
host St. Mary's. The boys'
contest against St. Mary's will
follow the girls' game.
CALLOWAY 4751 — Mina
Todd 47, Willie 16, Penn‘
Overbey 4, Gina Hoke 2
Futrell 2, LaDona Overbey 2.
Miller 2, Lamb 0, Key 0,
Barrow 0, Coles 0, Cothran 0,
Houghton 0, Crick 0, Mimi
Todd 0, Dana Hoke 0, Herndon
0.
HICKMAN (501 — Rogers
12, Young 8, Gardner 8, Faint
5, Dublin 5, Aleshire 4,
Crumble 4, Buggs 3, Burgess
1
UK Moves Up To Third Place
By TOM CANA VAN
Associated Press Writer
Duke may be No.1 in the
Associated Press college
Macy The Surgeon Cuts Georgia's
Bulldogs To Pieces Monday Night
ATLANTA ( AP ) — Coach
Hugh Durham of Georgia calls
Kentucky's Kyle Macy a'
surgeon — and the two-time
All-Southeastern Conference
guard cut the previously
unbeaten Bulldogs to pieces
Monday night.
Macy, a senior, poured in 28
points as the third-ranked
Wildcats opened their SEC
campaign by burying Georgia
95-69 for their eighth con-
secutive triumph since a
season-opening, overtime loss
to top-ranked Duke.
"Macy's like a surgeon out
there," said Durham. "He
comes down the floor and does
open heart on you and moves
to the other side and does
something over there. Macy
really adds another dimen-
sion."
"In my book," said Coach
Joe B. Hall of Kentucky,
"Macy is the best basketball
player in America. I wouldn't
trade him for anybody."
Macy tallied eight points
and sophomore Dwight
Anderson added six when the
Wildcats went on a 22-3
scoring binge in the final six
minutes of the half to erase a
25-23 deficit and take a 45-28
halftime lead.
Georgia. 5-1 overall and 1-1
in the SEC, never got closer in
the second half as Kentucky
stretched its lead to 26 points
with 11 minutes to play and
equalled that spread when
freshman Dirk Minniefield hit
a jumper from the corner in
the closing seconds.
Macy hit 12 of 18 shots from
the floor, and directed the
Wildcat attack throughout the
game against Georgia's
varying defenses.
"Kentucky brought out a
weakness we have been
concerned about, and that is
the defensive play of our
guards," Durham said. "You
have to keep things in per-
spective, though. In Macy, we
may have been going against
the No. 1 floor leader in the
country."
Anderson added 20 points
for the Wildcats and 7-foot
freshman Sam Bowie had 10
before fouling out.
Dominique Wilkins,
Georgia's highly touted fresh-
man, led the Bulldogs with 21
points and senior LaVon
Mercer added 17.
"Our depth and fresh
players blew it out," said Hall,
_
Our Yultide greeting
A*Itt. T' 1, o you this year,
Brings every good wish












throughout the game. "Most
teams are playing at 60 per-
cent eficiency now, and we're
definitely not playing as well
as we can. We're still making
mistakes."
"They may be the best team
in the U.S. right now,"
Durham said of the Wildcats.
"They have shooting ability,
depth, strength and they pla)
with intensity."
The Cats shot 62 percent
from the field, with Mac
hitting 12 of 18 and Anderson 9
of 15.
"We were in the groove and
things were happening for
us," said Anderson. "After we
got them tired, it was prett)
much our game. We just wore
them down."
Kentucky-Georgia Box
KENTUCKY Ni1- Williams 30.1 6,
Cowan 3 1-2 7, Bowie 50.0 10. Macy 12 4-1
28. Anderson 9 2-2 20, Mumiefield 20.04,
Shidler 2004. -  Hord 30.06, Heitz 00.00,
V erderber 2 2-3 6, Hurt 20-0 4. Totals 43 /-
12 95
GEORGIA (WI - Fair 17.09, Wilkins
9 3-4 21. Mercer 5 74 17. Daughtry 1 0-1 2,
Floyd 3 14 7. Heard I 2-2 4, IStarbury 3 3-5
9, Morns 0040, Thomas 0 04 0 Totals 23
23-3160.
Halftime - Kentucky 45, Georgia 28.
Fouled out -Daughtry , Bowie Total
fouls-Kentucky 26, Georgia 12.
Technicals-Bowie. Kentucky bench.
A-15,700.
SPORTS AT A GLANCE
Pro Football
Standings




.5 L T Pet. PT
14flami 10 6 0 .625 341
New England 9 7 0 .513411
N.Y Jets I I 0 .308337
Buffalo 7 9 0 .433308







gam Diego 12 4 0 750 411
y-Danfte 10 5 0 625 2B9
Seattle 9 7 0 563118
lled 9 7 0 563 365
Kanms at, 7 9 0 438 238
Nadia* Conferees
East
x-Dallas 11 5 0 6618 371
Philadelphia 11 5 0
Wahine/in 10 6 0
N.Y. Giants 6 10 0
St. Louis 5 11 0
Celina
x-Tana Boy 10 6 0
y-Chicago 10 6 0
Minnesota 7 9 0
Green Bay 5 11 0
Detrott 2 14 0
Wen
x-Ls Angeles 9 7 0
New Orleans 8 8 0
Atlanta 6 10 0
San Francisco 2 14 0
x-clinched division title
y-ctInched wild card berth
flaterdny's Genes
New York Jets 27, Miami 24
Green Bay IS, Detroit 13
Saoday's Games
BaltUnore 31, New York Giants 7
Pittsburgh 28 Buffalo 0
Cincinnati II. Cleveland 12
Tamps Bay 3, Kansas City 0
New England 27, Minnesota 23
Atlanta 31, San Francisco 21
Chicago 42, St.Louis 6
New Orleans 29, Los Angeles 14
Philadelphia 26. Houston 20
Seattle 29, Oakland 24
Dallas 35, Washington 34
Manday's Game



















































Monday's College Basketball Scores
By The Associated Press
EAST
Cheyney St. 94, E. Stroudsburg 72
Drexel 113, St. Francis. N Y 79
Howard U. 79, Athern U 69
SOUTH
Clemson 113. Ga. Southern 74
E. Tennessee St. 72, Campbell 70
Furman 96, Western Carolina 90
Georgia Tech 84, Wofford 64
Kentucky IS, Georgia 69
Marshall 115, Davidson 97
Memphis St. WI, E. Mootana 65
S. Alabama 60, Va Conunonwealtt, 91
SE Louisiana 80, Baker 60
S. Florida 71, Cathoho 68
Tennessee 71, Minnesota 64
M1DW F-ST
Bowling Green 60, Valparaiso 55
Bradley 77, Qtuncy 57
Cincinnati 33, Cal Pols SLO 57
Dayton $3, E. ICeatuen 73
E. Rhnois 54, Armstrong St 75
ISU-Evansville 80. Rio Grande 68
Kansas St. 106, Cal St -Bakersfield 53
Missouri 84, Oral Roberts 73
N. Dakota 116. Yankton 67
Puget Sound 70, N Dakota St. 66
SOUTHWEST
Arkansas 86, Oklahoma City U 68
Prime View 82. Texas College 70
Texas Christian 84, Oregon Tech 77
FAR WEST
Arizona 65. Fresno St. 61
Cal-Davis 90, San Diego 77
Chico St. 78. Notre Darne. Cal 55
X. Colorado 63, U.S. Intl 6001
MICI New Mexico St. 96, College of Santa Fe338 r
418 N. Carolina St. 82. Nevada-Reno 50
Oregon St. 105, Montana St Si
Portland St. 71, SW Louisiana 73




Stetson 101, Manhattan 62
Rollins 76, St. Joseph's
By The Associated Press
BA8BALL
Am League
NEW YORE YANKEES - Traded
Tommy Cru4 outfielder to the Min-
nesota Twins i exchange for Dave Col-
eman, outfiel r. Acquired Andre
Robertson. shortstop, from the Toronto
Blue Jays for an undisclosed amount of
cash.
National ',eagle
PITTSBURGH PIRATES -- Named
Jim Mahoney, manager of their




NCINN ATI BENG AIS - Fired
Homer Rice, head coach, and his entire
coaching staff - Mike McCormick,
Boyd Dowler, Charley Winner. Dick
Modzewlewski, Howard Brinker, George
Sefcilt, and Frank Gann
COLLEGE
BOISE STATE - Announced that
Dave Campo, assistant football catch.
resigned to accept an assistant coaching
job at Oregon State Universty.
NEW MEXICO - Fired Norm
Ellenberger, head basketball coach.
WISCONSIN - Signed Dave McClain,




By The Associated Pres.
Campbell Conference
Patrick Devisisa
W L T Pu GE GA
Philadelphia 5 1 8 48 131 90
NY Rangers 14 14 5 13 125 113
Atlanta 13 13 4 5 152 105
NY Ltiariders 10 13 6 5 105 103
Washington 6 5 5 :7 67 125
Smythe Divistoe
Vancouver 13 12 7 33 107 101
Chicago 10 11 10 5 44 es
Whinipeg 11 17 4 26 90 123
St Louts 9175 11 85 111
Colorado 9 17 3 21 97 112
Edmonton 7 II 7 21 99 127
Wales Coallerenee
Adams Divides
Buffalo 5 8 3 43 116 71
Bodoin 17 6 5 39 111 67
Minnesota 15 7 7 37 124 *
Toronto 14 12 3 31 107 97
Quebec 12 15 5 28101 lii
Nome Division
Montreal 15 11 6 5 06 101
Los Angeles 14 11 5 33 in 130
Pittaburrth 11 9 9 31 137 100
Detroit 9137 25 16 101
Hartford 8 13 I 24 96 107
Monday's Game
Minnesota 5, Toronto 1
Tueedn's Games
Colorado at New York Islanders
Montreal at Si Louts
Wednesday's Games
Vancouver at New York Rangers
Washington al Hartlord








By The Associated Press
Mo.day's Boys Games
Lou I. urdale 50 LOU Atherton 57
Cdria
Garrard Co 71 Jessanune Col/
Madison Cent 70 Estill Co 50
Russell ('o60 Nancy 47
Lou. Angela Merici 48 Lou Valley 45
- Lou. Atherton 51 Lou Flurdale 48
Bulbtt Central 58 Bardstown 32
Lou-Manual Id Carroll Co 83
Lou.Nercy 62 Jeffersonville 56
North Hardin 56 North Bullitt 37
Oldham Co 62 Scott CO. 25
Allen Co 58 F.ast Hardin 45
Anderson Co 68 Spencer Co. 56
Apollo 68 Butler co. 12
Barren Co 56 Hart Co. 40
Belkry 54 Feds Creek 44
Boyd Co. 60 ftowan Co. 56
Boyle co'. 61 Harrodsburg 5
CALLOWAY CO. 7$ Widows Co.*
Central City 65 Mt .5..loseph 31
Clark Co. 57 Wood! ord Co. 50
Cumberland Co 55 Adair Co. 46
Deming 38 Mason Co. 21
Dilce Combs 100 Jackson 10
Erlanger Uoyd 42 Grant Co. 38
Erlanger StHenry 78 Beechwood 61
Fordsville 63 Graham n
r ankim Co. 85 Bath Co. 63
Franklin-Simpson 63 Exhnonson Co 51
Knott Central 79 M.C.Naraer 62
Madison Co 64 Nelson Co. 26
Meade Co 71 Hardinsburg
StRomuald 42
Metcalfe Co. 69 Green Co.311
MURRAY *Christian Co. 48
Pikeville 84 McDowell-62
Pulaski Co. 91 Shot:none 32
Richmond Madison 50 Beres 46
Scott 57, Walton-Verona 43
Shelby Co.61 Williamstown 28
South Hopkins 76 Dawson Springs 61
Trimble Co. 63 Owen Co. 33
Warren East 114 Tompkinsville 32
NBA Standings




Boston 25 7 781
Philadelphia 22 9 710
Washington 13 15 464
New York 14 18 438
New Jersey 12 26 376
Central Division
Atlanta 21 13 618
San Antonio 16 16 500
Hoodoo 15 16 414
Cleveland 15 II 406
Indiana 15 18 455













San Diego 16 II




Atlanta at New York
Philadelphia at Detroit
[As Angeles at Chifig0




I,ss Angeles at Atlanta
14116113 City at Washington




Cleveland at Golden State




































basketball poll, but there to
one person on the team who
would rather not see it there -
Gene Banks, the Blue Devils'
starting junior forward.
"Being No.1 is like a war.
It's like a battle where the
sergeant gets killed and
somebody has to take over.
There's going to be battle and
we hope to emerge vic-
torious.
Duke, which is unbeaten in
six times this season in-
eluding wins over Top Ten
rivals Kentucky and Duke,
added another Monday when
it took over the top spot in the
AP poll from Indiana.
EKU Falls To
Dayton 93-73
DAYTON, Ohio (AP —
Jack Zimmerman scored 29
points, but it was the guys who
grabbed the rebounds who
were the subject of post-game
praise by Dayton Coach Don
Donoher.
"We did a good job on the
boards," said Donoher, after
his Flyers had ripped Eastern
Kentucky 93-73 in college
basketball Monday night.
Dayton enjoyed a 46-36
rebounding edge, using its
control of the boards to build a
shaky 34-29 halftime lead into
a substantial margin.
"In one stretch, they cut a
20-point lead to a 12-point lead
because they got their missed
shots. I think we were just
tired in that stretch," Donoher
said.
"They're going to rebound
well in that zone," said
Eastern Kentucky Coach Ed
Byhre. "They've got all that
height around the basket. We
won't play too many teams
with Dayton's height."
James Tillman led Eastern
with 24 points, but his effort
wasn't enough to keep
Eastern's record from falling
to 3-2. Dayton is 5-1.
he Blue Devils collected 34
of 58 f iist-place votes and 1,126
points out of a possible 1,160
points in the balloting of a
nationwide committee of
sports writers and broad-
casters. They easily out-
distanced this week's run-
nerup Ohio State while
preseason favorite Indiana
faded to fifth after being
*knocked from the unbeaten
ranks last §iituiday by third-
ranked Kentucky. _
Banks said Duke's new role
has its drawbacks, the biggest
being the pressure it places on
the team. But he added:- "It's
a role we'll take and do the
best we can with it."
. The Buckeyes collected 15
first place votes and 1,078
points while the Wildcats, who
were ranked fifth last week
when they surprised Indiana
69-58, garnered five first-place
votes and 1,030 points.
Notre Dame remained in the
fourth position with three
firstplace votes and 886 points,
while Indiana, now 4-1, gar-
nered 886 points and one No.1
ballot.
DePaul made one of the
biggest moves in the poll.
jumping from 11th to sixth
following a nationally-
televised win over UCLA and
a hard-fought triumph over
Texas. The Blue Demons, who
also presented Coach Ray
Meyer with his 600th career
victory in beating Northern
Illinois on Wednesday, had 819
points -- two more than -
Louisiana State, which slipped
a notch to seventh.
The rest of the Top 10 was
unchanged. North Carolina
was eighth with 727 points,
followea by Purdue with 688
and Syracuse with 600.
Louisville, No.I2 last week.
headed the Second Ten
followed by Virginia and Iowa
and UCLA, which was seventh
last week but suffered losses
to both Notre Dame and
DePaul.
Rounding out the Top 28
were St. John's, Missouri,
Georgetown, D.C., Brigham
Young, Oregon State and
Arkansas.




By The Associated Press
The Top Twenty teams in The
Associated Press college basketball poll.
with first-place votes in parentheses.
records and total pouits. Points bailed on
3419414 7
17-16-15-14-13-12-11-1044-7444 -341
1 Duke 34 i .1-0 LIS
2 Ohio State .15 . 54 1,671
3 Kentucky 11 .7-i 1,030
4.Notrr[*nsei3i  64 WS
5 Indiana 1  4-1 11111
6 DePaul 44 III
7 Louisiana State 4-0 817
S. North Carolina 4-1 727
9. Purdue $4 111111
10 Syracuse . $4 IMO
II Louisville .5-0 547
12. Virginia .  54 474
13 Iowa  64 3*
14 UCLA  3-2 35
15 St John's  5-1 1111
II Masaoun 84 XI
17 Georgetown. DC 4-1 IS
18 Brigham Young.. 6-1 161
19 Oregon State 112
20 Arkansas $4 148
5.
Benton Holds On
To Early Lead To
Down Murray Middle
Benton Junior High jumped
out to 16-2 first quarter lead
and played Murray Middle
School almost even during the
remaining three quarters to
nab a 47-33 victory in boys
basketball.
Shawn Glaven paced a
balanced scoring attack for
Murray with 8 points. Jeff
Downey and Andy 'Parks each
chipped in 6. Mark Boggess
and Tom Wagner each added
4. Jeremy White netted 3.
The loss drops Murray's
season mark to 2-3.
Benton. in claiming its fifth
win in as many outings, held a
23-6 advantage at the half and




SPONSOR: Murray Calloway County Jaycees
MUSIC BY: Super Disco Sounds, Benton, Ky.
DATE: December 31, 1979
TIME: 8:00 p.m. till ?
L
r PLACE: Jaycee Building Hwy, 121 North Murray "
Adults 18 years and over only.
Advance tickets only none sold at the door
$10.00 per person admission.
A Buffet Breakfast at Devantrs in Murray,
plus munchy's, set ups, ice, party favors and kegs will be furnished




Sunset Boulevard, Dixieland Shopping Center — Murray
Chuck's Music Center 1411 Main St — Murray
Music One Stop 320 Main St — Benton




















































































SCRAMBLE TIME — Murray High and Christian County players scramble for the
ball during Monday's MHS victory at the local high school.
Photos By Oohs Chadwick
Hold Colonels Scoreless For 3 Minutes
Lady Tigers Regroup To Beat Christian
By STEVE BECKER
Sports Reporter
It took Murray High's Lady
Tigers 29 minutes to figure out
the key to beating Christian
County but when they finally
did, they wasted no time in
demonstrating it to the
Colonels.
Murray, a 50-40 winner, had
been having a tough time with
Christian, and with 3:06 left in
the contest stood deadlocked
with the Colonels at 40. After a
time-out, Candy Jackson
nailed a 15-foot jumper from
the corner to edge Murray into
the lead. Following one of the
countless steals made by the
efficent Tiger press, Laurie
Morgan was fouled. She
canned both ends of the bonus
and Murray's lead crept to
four.
With 1:45 left it was Jackson
again. This time the Tiger
guard swished an 4-footer to
UK, Marshall, Brigham Young





billed themselves as the
"Doctors of Dunk" last
season. But Kentucky's Kyle
Macy is a specialist, ac-
cording to University of
Georgia Coach Hugh Durham.
"Macy's like a surgeon out
there," Durham said after
Macy scored 28 points and
directed the third-ranked
Kentucky Wildcats to a 95-69
Southeastern Conference
victory over previously un-
defeated Georgia. "He comes
down the floor and does open
heart surgery on you and then
moves to the other side and
does something over there."
Even Kentucky Coach Joe
B. Hall agrees.
In my. book, Macy is the
best basketball player in
America," Hall said. "I
wouldn't trade him for
anybody." ,
The Wildcats had more than
Macy going fop them as they
posted their eighth con-
secutive victory after a
season-opening loss to top-
ranked Duke. Dwight
Anderson added 20 points and
Kentucky's defense allowed
Georgia only five shots during
the final six minutes of the
first half.
"I was concerned that we
had reiched a mental and
emotional peak in the victory
over Indiana), but it didn't
seem to affect us," Hall said.
"I underestimated the value
of our depth.
-We are coming off the
bench and playing well. Our
depth and fresh players blew
it out. -
Kentucky outscored
Georgia 16-0 in the six-minute
span that saw the Wildcats go
from a 29-28 lead to a 45-28
halftime advantage.
"The only way we could win
the game was to stay close.
Close the gap with four or five
minute to go. Then anything
could happen," Durham said.
-We didn't though. We let that
son of a gun slip away.
Actually, it kind of exploded
away."
Marshall University set a
collegiate free throw shooting
record — hitting all 31 of its
attempts — in a 115-97 victory
over Davidson in a Southern
Conference game. The old
record -of 24 consecutive free
throws was set by Duke
against Davidson in 1978.
Sophomore Robert Price
scored 22 points, hitting 10 of
11 field goal attempts, James
Campbell had 22 and Greg
White 20 for Davidson.
Missouri, ranked No.16, ran
its record to 8-0 with an 84-73
victory over Oral Roberts.
Curtis Berry led the Tigers
with 19 points and 11 rebounds.
, Ray Blume's 25 points paced
19th-ranked Oregon State past
Montana State 105-80 and
reserve Mike Young tallied 19
points to lead No.20 Arkansas
to an 86-68 victory over
Oklahoma City University.
In other games Monday,
• guard -John Smith sank four
free throws in the final 10
seconds to give Arizona a 65-61
victory over Fresno State;
foul shots by- Toney Ellis and
John Addison pulled Colerado
to a 63-60 overtime win over
U.S. International; Mike
Miday's 20-foot jumper with
two seconds to go lifted
Bowling Green past
Valparaiso 60-59; Baylor
crushed Trinity 84-48 after
racing out to a 40-15 halftime
lead, and David Williams hit
31 points to lead Southeastern
Louisiana over Baker 80-60.
Rice And Entire Cincinnati
Coaching Staff Fired Monday
CINCINNATI 1API
Horner Rice went from coach
of the Cincinnati Bengals to an
unspecified executive role
with the club as im-
perturbably as he coached,
resolute in his conviction that
Paul Brown knows what's best
for this National Football
League franchise.
"I'm not a person who looks






We Will Be Closed
December 21 and December 24
Other buying days as usual.










506 S. 4th 753-7205
"I'm going to be the same
person. I'll make my con-
tribution some other way."
Rice and his entire coaching
staff were fired Monday by
Brown, founder, general
manager and former coach of
the Bengals. The club had
finished a second straight 4-12
season Sunday with a victory
over the Cleveland Browns,
but the decision already had
been made.
"I knew that something had
to be done," said Rice, who's
followed the Brown philosophy
since he began patterning his
champion high school football
teams after Brown's former
club in Cleveland some 25
years ago. "I totally agreed
with him. I told him I un-
derstood."
Rice said he was present
when Brown fired the
remainder of the staff en
masse and that, "It was hard
on Paul to do this, but we
respect him for it."
Although Brown asked Rice
to remain with the Bengals as
an executive, the fired





In the hush of the
holiday we quietly
say thanks and hope
















dinator; George Sefcik, of-
fensive backfield, and Frank
Gansz, special teams.
"I'm disappointed for the
coaches and players that we
did not do the job we should
have this year," Rice said.
TONYA ALEXANDER goes up for two of her 17
points during the Lady Tigers win Monday.
boost Murray to a six-point
advantage. Jackson finished
the game with 16 points and a
fistful of steals off of the Tiger
- full-court pressure. Two late
baskets by Starr Jones and
Natalie Garfield were icing on
the cake as the locals raised
their record to 5-2 on the year
and head into the 1980 portion
of the campaign with one of
their best records in recent
memory.
According to coach Rick
Fisher his charges may not
have been up enough for the
game.
"Our girls saw the junior
varsity dominate their game
Murray won 43-14t and I
guess they kind of figured that
they were going to do the same
thing," he said. "I think that
they finally realized that they
were in a game there at the
last and they really came
through when they had to,"
the Tiger coach explained.
The teams traded baskets
for the major portion of the
initial frame with Starr Jones
and Tonya Alexander both
popping in two baskets to pace
the Tigers. Tied at 8-8, the
Colonels hit the next three
points to edge into an 11-8
advantage. Jann Washer's
eighteen-footer from the right
corner pulled Murray to
within one at the first stop.
The Tigers experienced a
let-down on defense in the




(AP) — Some fancy puck
handling by Al MacAdam and
a near brawl highlighted the
Minnesota North Stars 5-1
victory over the Toronto
Maple Leafs Monday night.
MacAdam scored two goals
in the first period and one in
the second for his third career
hat trick, and first since
joining the North Stars in the
merger with Cleveland last
season.
Mike Eaves also scored in
the first period for Minnesota
and Mike Fidler added a goal
in the third period for the
Stars, who won their fifth
game in six starts.
Dave Williams scored
Toronto's goal in the first
period of the game. It was the
only game played in the NHI.
last night and it was in-
terrupted by more than 100
minutes in penalties and two
game misconducts.
Williams and Minnesota's
Brad Maxwell were the main
event five seconds before the
end of the first period in a
battle that emptied both
benches.
Williams and Maxwell, both
of whom required facial
stitches, began fighting after
an altercation between
Toronto's Darryl Sittler and
Minnesota's Paul Shmyr
behind the Minnesota net.
"Teams have tried pushing
us around all season,"
Maxwell said. "And we're not
going to be pushed around."
"They weren't outplaying
us," MacAdam said. "Maybe
they thought that a few fights
would take it out of us."
Toronto Coach Floyd Smith
was seen waving his bench
into the fight, but he would not
admit that he ordered the
clearing.
When referee Ron Harris
had regained control of the
came, the North Stars found
themmselves short two men
for 54 seconds.
County's Williams and Croney
fired in seven and six tallies
respectively to expand the
Colonel lead to 28-21 at the
intermission. Most of their
shots were unchallenged as
Murray played a rather
lackadaisical quarter of
defense. Jackson kept the
deficit from becoming any
larger by twice stealing the
ball and going the length of the
floor for the break-away hoop.
The Tigers came out with a
new defensive look in the
second half, employing a
harassing full-court press that
baffled Christian County. With
Fisher constantly yelling,
"Pressure! pressure!" from
the sidelines, his squad
hawked the Colonel's into
mistake after mistake. Using
their new found defensive
prowess, the Tigers grabbed
the lead, 31-30, with just under
two minutes left in the third
period. Four points by
Alexander, who led all scorers
with 17 fielders, offset by two
Colonel bucked "staked the
Tigers to a 35-34 edge at the
end of the third.
The lead see-sawed back
and forth early in the final
quarter with neither team
able to establish a clear ad-
vantage. Trailing 39-36
midway through the frame,
Murray used two free throws
by Washer, and a darting lay-
up by Jackson to nudge into a
40-39 lead. A free throw by
Christian's Grooms tied the
score at 40 and set the stage
for the Tiger's three minute
cloudburst of baskets.
According to Fisher, the key
to the contest was Murray's
shutting off of the Colonel's
outside shooting corps. -In the
first half they (Christian
County) shot without any
pressure from our defenders.
We just weren't getting out
there on them quick enough,"
he explained. When we
shifted te the press in the
second half, we executed it
real well. If you'll notice
Croney (Colonel guard) got
ten points on us in the first.
half, but we pretty much shut
her off in the second. The girls
did a really good job defen-
sively in the second half," he
responded.
Murray outshot the Colonels
from the floor, hitting for 48
percent of their field tries as
compared to 37 percent for
Christian County. The Tigers
hit just 10 of 19 attempts from
the foul line but 9 of 13 of those
came in the final half when the
outcome was still undecided.
Christian County made just 4
of its. 13 charity tosses for a 31
percent average from the line.
Murray jv 43 Christian jv 14
The Tiger girl's junior
varsity held Christian
County's yearlings to just six
points through the first three
quarters on the way to
crushing the Colonels 43-14.
Murray used a balanced
scoring attack and an airtight
defense to score its, biggest
win of the season.
Donna Rousse led the Tiger
scoring avalanche with 11
points. Natalie Garfield,
Lynette Thompson and Kim
Tharpe all garnered six points
apiece, and Lori Schanbacher
had four tallies and seven
blocked shots for Murray.
Murray jumped off to a 7-2
lead through the first period
as both teams experienced a
dry shooting quarter.
Christian County continued to
demonstrate a sho; ling touch
drier than the Mojave as they
•could manage but-a single free
throw in the second eight
minutes. The Tigers, mean-
while, fired through nine more
markers to take a 16-3 ad-
vantage at the half.
The Tigers buried Christian
in the third frame, pouring in
15 points, while holding the
Colonels scoreless until the
final minute of the period.
Fisher cleared the bench for
the final period as Christian
County finally managed to
score eight points and get into
double digits. The Tigers
rolled in 13 more tallies during
the quarter to run the final
margin up to 29 points.
Merril) High 98 Tonya .41eLande:
33(11;. Candy Ja, loon7 2-S 214. Stan
Junes 3 4-0 26. Jana Washer 2 2-4 3 6
Laurie Morgan 01-2 3 1. Glenda Fox U.!
1 2. Natalie Garfield 1 0-0 1 2. Ve— ,
Jones 0 (34) 1 0. 1.1onn4 Nous.. ii 0-0 1 ,
KIII Tharpe 0(1-000. Monica Greene (10.
000 Totals 20 10-19 16 50
Christian County 48 - Williams 6 1-2 3
13. l'roney 6 0.0 312, Grooms 3 1-3 47
Gowan 2 1-5 3 5. Hollowell 1 1-3 4 3,
Fowler 00-0 1 0: Head 0 0-0 0 0 Totals Id
4-1318 40
Murra) 10 21 35 SO
Christian 11 28 34 40
Junior Varsit)
Murray . Donna Rousse IL Lynette
Thompson 6: Natalie Garfield 6; Kim
Tharpe 6, Glenda Fox 4. Monica Greene
4; Velvet Jones 3; Mel Kelly 2: Jill
Burkeen 1
Christian. Fowler 9; Harrison 2: Tug-
gle 2; Riclunan I
Murray . 7 16 30-43
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. OW ON SALE
$395 $895 $1,995
OTtlek SIZE DIAMOND SOUTA115




As the silvery sounds
of Christmas herald a
holiday of unhoMuled joy
and contentment, we
extend our deep gratitude
to our many wonderful friends.









TVA Certified Heat Pump Dealers
Circle
402Sunbury QUALITY SERVICE CO. 753-9290
THE MURRAY, Ky , LEDGER & TIMES, Tuesday, December 15 1979
Wingo Schoo; Officials
Will Begin Rebuilding
. Burned School In January
WING°. Ky. IAP) — School
officials expect to begin
rebuilding the fire-damaged
Wingo school next month.
Graves County schools
Superintendent Gyndel
Garnett said plans and
specifications for the
reconstruction are complete
and a contract probably will







Lyme Grove Rd 153-S742
Six classrooms were
destroyed and several others
damaged in a fire Oct. 31. The
cause is still under in-
vestigation.
The estimated cost of
rebuilding is 8500,000, not
including equipment and
furnishings.
About 900 students in grades
1 through 12 attend the school.
Until the repairs are made.
sonic classes are being held
two to a classroom, some
classes are being held in the
gymnasium, and a church





MAYFIELD, Ky AP) — A
Texas man will face charges
in connection with a Benton,
Ky., burglary before ex-
tradition to other states in
which he is wanted, Mayfield
police say.
Michael Dean Tubbs, 27, of
Waco, Texas, was arrested at
the Mayfield bus station
during the weekend after a tip
from Arkansas authorities,
police said.
Police said Tubbs, alias
Darrell Watson, as wanted
in Illinois on a bail-jumping
charge, in Tennessee on a
forgery charge, in Missouri
and Arkansas on charges of
receiving stolen property, and
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* Merry Christmas *
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Choice of 6 Styles



























































Boys Big Smith Insulated
Coveralls














Long Sleeve Shirts - Pants
Reg. 3.49
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Oil Filters To Fit
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The Secret Years 2
Jesus and Family Wander in Egypt as Fu
EDIrTOR'S NOTE — The
early Ide of Jesus is largely un-
recorded in Scripture. This see-
end installment of a fi%e-part
Christmas series, "The Secret
Years." draws on non-canonical
writings to relate the famil)'s
nomadic wanderings in Fg) pt.
By GEORGE W. CORNELL
AP Religion Writer
For the wanderer, the furni-
ture of existence becomes
blurred. Nothing is fixed, noth-
ing steady. There are no com-
forting landmarks, no regular
reminders, no settled frame of
Wishing you a holiday crammed full of
the treasures and delights of a
wonderful Yuletide! To you and yours,
Merry Cnristmas.
Murray Appliance




Tuned up to sing your praise' s and say
thanks to our patrons for your loyalty and
trust. Merry, Merry Christmas!
Complete Auto
Repair













Ct ' aflopringCeoter, tarrly 759-4641
reference. Without a familiar
place. no step is sure.
As refugees from mass
slaughter, a displaced Jewish
family of old walked that va-
grant route in Egypt. It was a
foreshadowing lot for the
couple. tbf.--ekitid and ensuing
generations. .
"Foxes have holes, and the
birds of the air have nests; but
the Son of man has nowhere to
lay his head."
This was the chancy, in-
secure environment in which
Jesus entered, and experienced,
the world — starting as a rag-
ged toddler in the arms of a
nomadic family in flight from
despotism and carnage.
The months, probably more
than a year, in Egypt make up
a nebulous interlude, a veiled
segment of his upbringing.
It was a restless, groping or-
deal, its impressions like those
of all homeless people in search
of sanctuary — the dim, alien
landscape, always. shifting, a
sort of revolving haze, remote
and monotonous, yet constantly
in motion.
That is the kind of indistinct,
instable trail left by the fugi-
tive family of Jesus in North
Africa, continually moving,
from one uneertain spot to an-
other, with strangeness all
about and no roof or ground to
call their own.
Although Scripture tells hard-
ly anything about that episode,
other accounts going far back
into antiquity indicate some of
its features. Over the road they
followed, it is about 250 miles
from Bethlehem to the Nile val-
ley, going through Hebron and
the pagan port of Gaza, teem-
ing with sailors, scent-sellers
and slave traders, and thence
on across the desert of the
Sinai peninsula.,
They had a donkey and took
turns riding it, holding the in-
fant. At one point, legend says,
the girt broke, dropping riders
into the dust.
A broiling sun beat on them
by day, a piercing chill at
night. They nibbled from a
sack of corn and dried bread,
rationing the contents of their
waterskin from oasis to oasis.
Tradition cites stops they made
on the way — in a cave, beside
a spring, beneath some palm
trees which yielded dates for a
meal. Leopards and wolves
prowled their campsites.
Along one midnight stretch of
road, they are said to have
passed through a sleeping gang
of bandits. A lookout, named
Titus, urged his partner, -Let
those persons go quietly that
our company may not perceive
anything of theni." But the oth-
er, Duznachus, wanted to rob
them. Titus, taking coins from
his girdle, bribed him to let
them go on.
They went through Goshen,
and came eventually to the del-
ta, that river-silted "black
land" of Egypt, hemmed in by
the red rolling sands of desert,
a region of inundation and
drought, of fertility and famine. •
Heliopolis, center of pan-
theistic cults and the lavish
temple of the sun-god, Re, ap-
parently became the main lo-
cale for the footsore migrants.
Situated just northeast of mod-
ern Cairo, it is now called Ma-
taria, and is dotted with shrines
marking the passage of Joseph
and his family — the sycamore
tree where they rested, a
spring where Mary bathed her
child and washed their clothing.
As a woodworiter;.Thseph had
trouble finding work, since in
that almost treeless, rainless
land, firm wood is scarce. Be-
sides that particular handicap,
there were everywhere more
workers than work — the num-
berless fellaheen.
But it is said he eventually,
got employment for a time
building coffins for a burying
ground at Deir el Muharrak.
According to stories circu-
lated in that ancient land for
nearly 2,000 years, the family
moved about a great deal, to
various towns, living some-
times alone, sometimes with
others, in hovels and mansions,
once with a kindly widow, once
with a wealthy blenefactor
named Eleazar.
The scene about them was
the once powerful kingdom of
the Pharaohs, which by then
had become a vassal province
of Rome, following Cleopatra's
loss of her throne and suicide
about V years earlier on Marc
Antony's defeat at Actium. The
-
Our holiday wishes -
• ;sills Or.for you and yours will . els
echo all through Christmastide,
bringing joy and good cheer to all.
Hut son's Ag. Service, Inc.
753-1933
Ky. Toll Free No. 1-(800)592.31S9
Railroad Ave. Murray, Kentecky
;mar*
atmosphere, however, re-
mained Egyptian — the animal
idols, the elaborate processions
for "sacred bulls," the • in-
cantations, clattering chariots,
magicians, oracles, the corps of
perfumed temple women.
A man could buy a waxen
image to protect himself from
bites of snakes and scorpions,
or to put a hex on an enemy.
But also it was a time of in-
tellectual richness at Alexan-
dria, the Greek and Roman-
built coastal city, where the
great Jewish philosopher,
Philo, was developing his.
teachings about the "logos" —
the divine intermediary among
men, reheating God.
That concept later would be
applied to the then ignored, un-
known child-in-exile, Jesus.
Writes St. John: "And the
Word 'logos) became flesh and
dwelt among us."
In some of the Egyptian
towns, there were Jewish com-
munities, the diaspora of ban-
ishments and commerce. He-
liopolis had a synagogue where
Joseph and Mary are said to
have worshipped.
Not far to the south of there
loomed the Sphinx and a row of
vast pyramids, laden tombs of
mummies and gold.
In those environs, Jesus grew
active, his wobbly legs gaining
strength and balance. An an-
cient Coptic tale offers this de-
scription of him and his moth-
er:
'She used to take hold of his
hand and lead hini along the
roads, saying, •My sweet son,
walk a little ways' . . He
stopped from time to time,
hanging on the skirts of Mary.
his mother . He would lift up
his eyes to her face, and she
would catch him up to herself
and lift him up in her arms.
and walk along with turn."
Other ancient stories picture
him fishing in all oasis, laugh-
ing at some quarrelling spar-
rows, his mother walking
through the city marketplace,
the family sailing the Nile in a
tall-masted boat, a felucca
Once it is said. Mar!, stopped
to calm a madwoman who
stood along a road, naked and
hurling stories at passersb),
Some of the legends are em-
broidered with fantasy and mir-
acles, such as one about 36.5
idols falling when 'Jesus entered
a temple. In many respects,
however, the traditions are gen-
erally plausible. Some of them
suggest that Joseph. a widower
with four sons and two daugh-
ters before he wed Mary. had a
younger son and daughter with
turn, whom Mary cared for
along with Jesus.
They dwelt amid condition,
that must have disturbed theni
and affected later family in-
fluences — in a land where the
chief virtue was 'ma at
conformity and obedience
the king-god, rather than right-
eousness. It was a subservient,





School fourth grade rr i
presented a Christniii,
program for the Carter IA
recently. A one-act mti„. ,, I
play entitled "What Shall ‘A,c
Do for a Christmas Pla%
Year?" and written by ltoth
Roberts was presented prior
to a selection of Chri.,itraii,
songs by the fifty-five 1111'llilwr
chorus. The volunteer Omni-,




The chorus is direckd
Joan Howker who is aswied
by MSU student
Laurie Norman. • The chorus
also recently entertained at




-errs, where temple priesthoods
wned much of the land and a
arge proportion of the slaves.
Accounts vary on how long
.)e family stayed there — a
. ear. three years, five years —
rut there are scenes of summer
.,nd winter, of tranquility and
larkening dust storms. Some
•tories say Jesus was 7 before
:caving Egypt, but the pre-
% ailing evidence is that he was
past 3.
In any case, Joseph learned
tflat Herod the Great, the ty-
fant who sought to destroy the
boy, was dead. Joseph took his
family and started back toward
Israel, again crossing that wil-
derness where Moses, leading

























the exodus from Egyptian
bondage, had pa through
darkness, cud fog on
Mount Sinai lo m is and
his commandments.
Through similar obscuring
mists came his further revela-
tion, as told in prophecy: "Out
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Assembly To Consider Legislation
Districts Could Be More Accountable
By HERBERT SPARROW
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. 1AP ) —
The 1980 General Assembly
will consider legislation aimed
at making special districts
more accountable to the
public.
A bill pre-filed by the
Interim Joint Committee on
Counties and Special Districts
would require special districts
to file the names and ad-
dresses of their officials with
the county court clerk and
prepare annual budgets, with
an audit required at least once
every four years.
The proposal is not as
farreaching as unsuccessful.
1978 legislation that would
have set up uniform
procedures for creating and
operating special districts, but
is aimed at answering com-
plaints about a general lack of
unaccountability on the part of
special districts.
Special districts, many of
which have the authority to
levy taxes, are created to
provide specific services, such 
as water and sewer service
and fire protection.
There are more than 25
types of special districts, with
varying methods of creation,
operation and dissolution. No
one has a complete handle on
the number of special districts
in the state, although experts
place the number at more
than 1,000.
Bills have been pre-filed by
both the Interim Counties and
Special Districts Committee
and" the Interim Cities Com-
mittee relating to the
operation of local govern-
ments.
On the county level,
measures have been proposed
to remove the authority of a
deputy county judge-
executive to act as a member
or presiding officer of fiscal
court in the absence of the
judge and to allow a fiscal
court to amend a proposed
ordinance after its first
reading.
Another bill would abolish
the county budget commission
and leave budget preparation
and approval in the hands of
the county judge-executive
and fiscal court.
The issue of home rule for
cities will again come up as
the Cities Committee ap-
proved a bill to give city
governments the power to
perform any function within
their boundaries that are not
in conflict with the state
constitution or a state law.
The Cities Committee also
Property Owners Facing
Shortage Of Tenants
OWENSBORO, Ky. AP ) —
A number of rental property
owners in the Owensboro area
say they are faced with a.
shortage orpeople to fill their
Dreams of the Sugar Plum
Fairy and beautiful imaginings
fill the night. May all your
dreams come true! ABM
Murray Auto PartsINAPAI mrni.
805 Maple 753-404
We'd like to soy thank you for your
graciousness in oll our dealings ond for
the opportunity to be of service
Hove a/00,4-N
J &S Oil Co.
518 S. 12th 753-1615
rooms and apartments.
"In the last three to five
weeks, I have been asked
where all the renters went
several times," said Hank
McCain, owner of Hank's
Realty and president of
Whitaker and McCain
Builders Inc.
"I really don't know what
happened," he said. "We've
been used to a 105 percent
occupancy rate for the past
3'2 years. Some people would
move out and leave a security
deposit and others would
move right in, but all of a
sudden it has turned around
the other way."
Some property owners are
using a "free rent" approach
to attract renters.
With a free-rent program,
renters receive one month's
rent free after paying the first
month's rent and a damage
deposit.
Jamaica has more than
3,000 species of flowering
plants, including over 200
species of orchids. The island
has a large collection of ferns,
ranging from delicate maiden
hair and asparagus ferns to
stately tree ferns with trunks
over 20 feet in height.
has pre-filed legislation to
streamline the procedure for
foreclosing delinquent
property tax Mils and to
require all koposed bills
concerning cities to contain a
fiscal impact statement.
Pensions for local gover-
nment employees will also be
an issue looked at by the 1980
General Assembly at the same
time that Congress is con-
sidering pension legislation.
A special Subcommittee on
Pensions approved a com-
prehensive reform of state
laws dealing with city pension
systems. The proposal is
aimed at eliminating in-
consistencies among various
police and firefighter pension
laws for cities of the second,
third and fourth classes.
The bill would also seek to
improve disability and sur-
vivor benefits in third and
fourth class cities and would
establish standards for non-
uniformed employee pension
systems to prevent faulty





Albert P. Smith Jr., a rural
Kentucky newspaper
publisher, has won bipartisan
support from the Senate
committee considering his
nomination as federal co-
chairman of the Appalachian
Regional Commission.
President Carter nominated
Smith, of Russellville, Ky., to
replace North Carolinian
Robert W. Scott as permanent
member of the panel. Scott
resigned in late June.
The other top spot on the
federally funded development
commission rotates annually
among the governors of the 13
states that touch the
Appalachian Mountains. Gov.
Hugh Carey of New York now
is cochairman for the states.
The Senate must approve
the appointment of Smith.
Environment and Public
Works Committee members
left little doubt that the
nomination will be approved.
"You are the right man at
the right place," Sen. Jen-
nings Randolph, D-W.Va.,
chairman of the committee,
saidaidnday.
Smith, 52, said he has
resigned as editor and
publisher of the Russellville
News-Democrat and Logan
Leader and president of Al
Smith Communications Inc.,
which publishes three other
rural weekly newspapers in






Thank you at this holiday season for your
friendship and understanding. May the Spirit of
Christmas light your way in peace and goodwill.
Purdom & Thurman Insurance
& Real Estate
407 Maple 753-4451
Sound the trumpet for a
holiday that's a merry round
of pleasures. We send a full
measure of thanks to our
loyal friends.




None of the newspapers is in
a county served by the
commission.
He said he also resigned as
chairman of the Kentucky
Arts Commission and from
several other civic posts.
Sen. Robert T. Stafford, R-
Vt., called Smith "unusually
qualified compared to most
nominees."
Sen. Daniel P. Moynihan, D-
N.Y., commented, "If (Sen.)
Wendell Ford ( D-Ky. I
vouches for you, as he has, you
have no trouble with this
committee."
. Even Sep. Alan K. Simpson,
R-Wyo., a critic of the network
of regional commissions and
many of the projects they
fund, said he would vote to
confirm Smith. But Simpson
said he hoped the ARC will
cdncentrate on increasing jobs
ind improving transportation
rather than funding "little
museums and little studies."
Smith told the committee he
wants to concentrate on
promoting the use of coal, a
key natural resource of the
region. "To promote the
human resources ... we need
to promote the economic
resources," Smith said.
He added that he also
planned to encourage the
large corporations that own
most of the region's mineral
rights to invest in other en-
terprises there.
Smith said reducing the
region's infant-mortality rate
below the national average is
another goal.
"The position ... is an op-
portunity to practice on a
regional basis what I have
learned about resource
development as I have in-
vested my own money in
small-town newspapers. The
job is also emotionally ap-
pealing because for me it is a
spiritual homecoming, a
return to the problems and
people of my mountain
heritage," said Smith, a
Sarasota, Fla., native who
was reared in Tennessee.
Arriving with festive
wishes for a truly
enchanting holiday.






JOINS ROTARY + The Murray Rotary Club inducted three new members into its
organization at the Thursday, Dec. 13, meeting. Shown with Rotary presdient Stuart Poston
(right) are (from left) Bob Billington, Murray Insurance; E.W. Dennison, Dennison and
Hunt Sporting Goods; and Ron Ito% lette, Murray State University ROTC.
May you and yours find inspiration and love
at Christmastide, as
you remember the
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LEXINGTON. Ky.. i API —
Four Universals- of Kentucky
students pleaded innticent
Monda in Fayette District
Court to charges stemming
from the alleged theft of
t ootball equipment.
A preliminary hearing was
•et Jan. 16 in District Court for
Ro -Mickey" Cochran of
owenton. a starting freshman
offensive tackle this season:
freshman offensive lineman
Paul Bortnick of Euclid. Ohio:
walk-on defensive back Benny
Naples of Hubbard. Ohio. and
Susan Bennett.
Cochrran, Bortnick and
Naples were charged with
third-degree burglary. and
Ms. Bennett with knowingly
receiving stolen property.
Tom Padgett, UK director
of public safety, said the
players allegedly broke into
the Shively Sports Center late
last Sunday night. He said an
investigation led to Ms.
Bennett's apartment, where
the items, valued at more than
E100, were recovered.
ay you, our dear friends, be blessed
with a joyous Christmas filled with
peace and happiness. Warm thanks.
David Morris
Electric Co.
506 S. 4th 753-3944
GREETINGS
sr,
May you enjoy every
minute Of a
Merry Christmas and
share its good times
with those dear to vow
Thanks all.
Fireplace Shop
Pearly & Charlotte McClure
Olympic Plaza 753-4:50
Investigators Search For Clues To Plane Crash
By MARIA BRADEN
Associated Press Writer
LEXINGTON, Ky. AP, —
Federal investigators were
expected to continue sifting
through the charred wreckage
of a small plane today, looking
for clues to the Sunday
evening crash in which seven
persons died.
The passengers and pilot of
the twin-engine Beechcraft
were killed when the plane
plowed into a Clark County
field shortly after take off and
exploded in flames.
Clark County Sheriff Larry
Lawson, one of the first to
arrive at the scene, said the
plane was engulfed in flames
and nothing could be done for
the victims because the heat
was too intense.
Deputy County Coroner E.L.
Edgington Jr. identified the
victims late Monday after
notifying their relatives. Five
worked for an Atlanta ar-
chitectural design firm,
Design Management, and
apparently were here in
connection with their work on
a Lexington motel.
Edgington identified them
as Dale Raulerson, 34.
president; Cynthia Wells, 31.
vice president for operations;
Bonnie Edwards, 27, chief
designer; Mark Patrick, 23.
and Joe Morgan, 31.
Also killed was the pilot,
Jeff McConnell, and a sixth
passenger, Kay Stevens, 38
All were from Atlanta.
Edgington said positivc
identification would be madi•
later this week when dental
records arrive here from
Atlanta.
Meanwhile, federal air
safety investigators arrived in
Lexington to investigate the
cause of the crash.
Jack Lipscomb, an air
safety investigator with the
National Transportation
Safety Board, said he ex-
pected to complete on-site fact
finding within in a couple of
day s, but that preparation of a
report on the crash would take
0 • 0 •
..411F
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Bringing the sweet musk
of an old-fashioned
Christmas to our
Murray Muffler A Automotive Center
Guaranteed Mufflers at Economy Prices!





Sound the trumpet for a
holiday that's a merry round
of pleasures. We send a full
measure of thanks to our
loyal friends
about two months. Lipscomb
would not speculate an what
caused the crash.
He said he and two Federal
Aviation Administration in-
vestigators planned to check
such things as the physical
condition of the aircraft,
handling of the plane and air
traffic control, and would try
to obtain the plane's log books,
but said the fact that the plane
was badly burned might
hinder their efforts.
Wreckage from the burned
aircraft v.as scattered qua an
area 150 feet long and Meet
wide. Only the scorched tail
section of the plane remained
intact.
Edgington said the plane
"evidently exploded on im-
pact.
"That's why the bodies were
so badly burned. They were all
in the plane," he said. "None
were thrown clear."
The aircraft went down
about 10 minutes after takeoff,
shortly before 6 p.m.
Paducah Sun Reporter
Refuses To Reveal Source
During Pre-Trial Hearing
PADUCAH, Ky. AP) — A
Paducah Sun reporter, Joe
Walker, has refused to
disclose sources of in-
formation during a pre-trial
hearing for four pharmacists,
even after the judge ordered
him to answer.




motions to dismiss in-
dictments against the four and
also to institute a "gag order"
on local officials to keep them
from discussing the case.
One defense attorney,
Pelham McMurry, asked
Monday that Walker be held in
contempt of court and be
jailed until he answered.
Ciicuit Judge J. Brandon
Price said he wOilld ride later
on the question and ordered
that the hearing continue with
other questions.
-.Defense atterneys are
trying to prove pre-trial
publicity and -prosecutorial
misconduct" on the part of
Commonwealth's Attorney
Mark Bryant destroyed the
defendants' rights to a fair
trial.
They are trying to prove
that the Paducah news media
was informed about the case
even before indictments were
returned.
Henry Whitlow, attonrey for
Paducah Newspapers Inc.,
said the state's "shield law"
grants Walker immunity from
having to disclose his sources.
He added that a reporter
only has to testify about the
information itself.
Bill Rivers, another defense
attorney, maintained that the
law doesn't apply in this case.
Rivers had asked Walker if
he knew about the indictments
before they were issued on
Oct. 18.
Walker replied that he "had
learned" about the impending
Indictments but refused to say
where he obtained the in-
formation.
He also said that he saw the
indictments before they were
issued and had part of his
story written before the grand
jury returned the indictments.
Walker refused to say who
let him see the indictments.
McMurry said almost
everyone in the courtroom
knew that Bryant was the
source of Walker's in-
formation.
That was "misconduct of
the grossest nature" and
prejudiced his defendants'
rights to a fair trial, McMurry
claimed.
Bryant said McMurry was
using "awfully strong
language" and threatened to
put McMurry on the stand to
prove misconduct on his part.
Price earlier had overruled
Hoping that the holy
light of Christmas will
brighten all of your





a motion to bar the press from
Monday's hearing.

































rod knocking," said 28-year-
old Thomas Kindler, whose
farm was near the crash site.
Kindler said he didn't see
the plane crash, but that it
looked as though the pilot was










Wshing you bright holidays
as Christmas lights up the world.




May the radiance and gift of His
10‘./e light your way to everlasting
peace and contentment.
Best wishes for a joyous Christmas.
Edwin Cain Construction
621 S. 4th 753-1675
Is '
Jolly good greetings for a hea
happy holiday from Santa,
his fleetfooted team and us.
We thank all our good friends
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!Larson Nominated For Fellowshipl
Celia 0. Larson, a
graduating senior in
psychology at Murray State
University, has been
nominated for a Danforth
Graduate Fellowship, ac-
cording to Dr. Terry H.
Foreman, chairman of the
Department of Philosophy and
Religious Studies.
Foreman also is the Murray
State campus liaison officer




Fellowships, which defray all
tuition and fees and provide a
stipend for living expenses,
will be awarded this coming
spring to approximately 100
students of exceptional
academic achievement and
personal character and who
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A 1975 graduate of Murray
High School and the daughter
of Dr. and Mrs. Edwin Larson
105 South 14th Street, Murray,
she intends to pursue doctoral
studies in experimental
psychology with a focus on
human research, particularly
in the learning and memory
areas.
Miss Larson currently is
president of Psi Chi, the honor
society in psychology, and is a
member of Alpha Lambda
Delta, Alpha Chi and Alpha
Delta Mu. In 1976, she
received the Murray Woman's
Club art scholarship, and
recently was awarded the Ada
Ryan Memorial Psychology
Scholarship and the univer-
sity's bookstore scholarship.
During the 1975-76 school
year, she attended the New
England School of Art and
Design in Boston, Mass.
Since last spring, she has
been conducting a research
project with Dr. Terry
Barrett, an associate
professor of psychology on
"Long Term Retention."
Presently, she is a member of
a research group on "Learned
Helplessness" with Dr. Mark
Cunningham, a professor and
Dr. William Batsel, an




LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
Officials here say they're
pleased that a number of local
residents tried out or inquired
about alternate forms of
transportation during Energy
Awareness Week last week.
Pete Cipolla, general
manager of LexTran, the
city's bus service, said for
example that passenger fares
collected Monday were up 14
percent from the same day the
week before.
Carol Davis, ridesharing
coordinator for the local
government, also reported a
good response, saying she sent
out 50 questionnaires for
potential car pool participants
as a result of last week's
inquiries.
Mayor James Amato had
asked local residents to give
local mass transportation a
try, and rode a bus to work one
morning himself.
•
ay your roads be clear
Your fortunes wide,
And those you love
Be at your side
P.N. HIRSCH CO. An INTERCO
Company
There's no time quite like Christmas
for remembering all the friends we





Wishing you all the blessings of a foyous














DAYTON, Ohio I AP — It
was 76 years ago that two
Dayton brothers launched the
age of modern aviation with
the first engine-powered
flight.
And though that Dec. 17,
1903 flight lasted only 12
seconds, Wilbur and Orville
Wright sin to develop
their heavierthan-air
machines during the decade.
Thomas W. McKnew,
watched the Wright brothers'
experiments at Fort Myer,




LONDON, Ky. (AP) — An
investigation continued today
into a shooting incident in
which a Kentucky State Police
trooper shot and killed a
teenage motorist after the
youth apparently reached
under the seat for a weapon.
The victim, identified as
Johnny Freeman, 18, of
London, was shot Monday
evening by Trooper Nick
Hensley, according to John
Singleton, dispatcher
supervisor at the London KSP
post.
Singleton said that no
weapon was found in the car,
although he confirmed that
Hensley fired a single shot
when Freeman "appeared to
be reaching" for a weapon.
ACCording to KSP reports,
Hensley pursued a speeding
vehicle along Old Whitley
Road about six miles south of
this Laurel County city.
Singleton said that two
passengers jumped from the
car and fled before the vehicle
came to a halt.
Hensley reported that the
driver slid over to the right
side of the car and refused the
trooper's request to get out of
the car. Hensley fired when
the driver reached under the
seat.
Singleton said that Freeman
died from a single gunshot
wound to the chest.
Singleton said that a
coroner's, hearing into the
shooting would probably be
held "in a day or two."
He added that the other two

















and always. you.re wished
all the good things you
so richly deserve.
Dee's Bank of Hazel
load, Ey. 411241X
1908 and 1909.
-My - vivid recollection is
that it ithe aircraft) could
only get into the air about half
the time," said McKnew,
advisory chairman for the
National Geographic Society.
He told a Dayton luncheon
commemorating the an-
niversary Monday that he
would travel almost daily
during the summer from his
Washington, D.C., home to
Fort Myer to watch the ex-
periments in powered
aviation.
"In those days, there were
no security measures at the
test site, no guards to spot and
ask who you were or to (make
you) show your pass," he said.
"You were free to come and
go as you pleased."
The Wrights' experiments
at Fort Myer were the first to
be conducted with a gover-
runentowned aircraft.
Years later, McKnew said,
he learned that part of the
original contract for testing
the plane called for the ex-
perimenters to lose money if
they flew less than 40 mph and
for the vehicle to be rejected if
DAVID SMITH
NEW YORK I AP ) — The first
major retrospective of
drawings by sculptor David
Smith, "David Smith: , The
Drawings," will be shown at
the Whitney Museum of
American Art Dec. 4 through
Feb. 10, 1980. . .
The sho.W- cOnsists of -Sim
140 works representing
periods of Smith's .career. II
will present works on paper
that, thti, museum says, "shim
the development - of his in-
dividual graphic style as it
evolved to what Paul CI.1111-
11,illus ill the exhibition
(*Walk describes as .'an in-














it flew slower than 36 mph.
The testing came to a
temporary halt in September
1908 when the plane crashed,
killing IA. T.E. Selfridge, the
passenger, and seriously
injuring pilot Orville Wright.
Testing resumed the
following summer, McKnew
said, attracting "larger and
larger crowds," including a
gathering of thousands for an
hour-long endurance test in
July 1909.
Although McKnew oc-
casionally talked to Orville
Wright on a Washington
trolley, he said he didn't know
either brother well. Other than
witnessing the 1908 and 1909
tests, his only other contact
with the Wrights came in 1935,
when he and an associate
briefly visited Orville at his
home.
McKnew, who has served as
adviser to every Air Force
Chief of Staff since 1947, has
held various positions at the
National Geographic Society
since 1931.
In the 1930s, he was project
director in a program dealing
with stratospheric balloon
flights. Under his direction,
Explorer II in 1935 became the
first balloon to reach the
stratosphere, achieving an
altitude of over 70,000 feet, a
record that stood for 20 y ears.
Weighing anchor on a holiday
filled with GOOD FRIENDS,
GOOD TIMES, GOOD CHEER and
our hearty thanks.
Captain D's
111 N. 12th 753-9363
H ISTMAS
REETINIGS
It's fitting to say
thanks to our friends at
this time and to wish









This Seasim We Are Reminded Of 'RR. Msny 1 or will,
Be Thdrikt :
..7o give thanh, for A. prosperity we enjoyed in the past year, we, wh,
share in the blessinys of a yood life, should lift our voices in prayerfai
Aanh, for the abundance of our festive board, our spiritual freedom, 
and
our L0andie03' opportunitie,
w13h to llwinh ....41niyhty god for his help in mail my our businesses
the ,acce3, they have been over. the past year, and we ried9e to !Oro; the
best interests of our patrons with food and service that be in heepiny
with the loyalty shown by each th..m in trinyiny their 
business our way
it it our desire to serve the public, not Only with pod food, but at10
'With dignity and respect for the fine communities oil which we 
are a part.
now, at wa palate iota/is stoch of our joys, let ut pleclye to reaffirm VII
faith in all manhind and to be determined to preserve and 
(4.'4,4 11,,
freedom and haritaga that we in Western _Xentuchy enjoy.
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SIXTH GRADE STUDENTS of Murray Middle School
recently visited Fern Terrace Lodge to present a Christmas
program for the residents. The language arts students of
Opal Howard, top photo, are from left, Colleen King, Rhonda
Nimmo. Gregg Parker, Mark West. Elie Whited, Tim Greer.
Susan Jones. Chris Drew, Danette Roberts. Carrie DuFord,
Kelly Steely, Missy Duffy. Tina Cooper, John McMillan,
Becky Jones, Criss) Wolf, Denise Randolph, Anne-Marie
Hale, Sam Taylor, and Janice Mohundro. In the background
are Jay Simmons, Jill Johnson, John Bray, Will Futrell,
Chris Harper, and Ed Hendon. In the side photo is Chris Drew
giving one of the Christmas cards made by the class
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To Go To Court
, LEXINGTON, Ky. AP) —
Aftv.la five-year wait. fortritr-r'
University of KentickY
basketball star Wallace "Wah
Wah" Jones will finally go to
court next year in hopes of
collecting $15 million.., in
damages from Bantam Books
of New York City and
Lexington-based Central
Kentucky News Distributing.
An order released Monday
by Fayette Circuit Court sets a
trial date of April 16, 1980 for a
libel suit filed by Jones in 1975.
Jones filed suit in April 1975
after Bantam published a
book in 1972 entitled
Basketball Unforgettables."
which alleged that Jones had
been involved in . point
shaving.
Jones sought $10 million
from Bantam and $5 million
from the local distributors,
charging that the book's













May the Christmas Star guide you to a
happier life, abundant with its
most precious gifts. At this time of




itt Bryne Named Head Of Consumer
Protection in Strenghtening Move
Three Classes Scheduled
On Trial Basis At MSU
Two spring semester
evening classes and one on
Saturday in political science
have been scheduled on an
experimental basis at Murray
State University in an effort to
make it possible for more
working, commuting students
to enroll.
Dr. Winfield H. Rose.
chairman of the Department
of Political Science and Public
Affairs, said the new hours for
the evening classes would be
from 7 to 10 p.m. instead of the
6 to 9 p.m. times followed in
the past. The Saturday class.
he said, is being offered for the
first time and at a time con-
venient to commuting
students.
"Some students, wishing to
pursue a master's in public
'adrninistration degree
program and who are em-
ployed, have found it dif-
ficult," he said. to work until
5 p.m. and reach the -campus
in time to meet a 6 p.m.
class." -
"If the students in the two
classes. however, by mutual
agreement. wish to change the
;tatting time back to 6:30 orb
a.m., that is permissible," he
xent on, re-emphasizing that
the change is experimental.
Rose listed the two evening
lasses affected, both of which




Methods of Analysis), to be
offered on Wednesdays,
beginning Jan. 16 with Chris
Perry. a visiting lecturer from
the University of Minnesota,
as the instructor. in Room
254S of the .'Business Building.
POI. 574 (Administrative
Development and
organization Theory to be
offered on Thursdays,
beginning Jan. 17. with Rose
as the instructor. It will meet
in Room 406N of the Business
Building.
A third evening class, CRJ
1,4eniinar in- the
Administration of Justice
also will be offered. It will lw
taught on Mondays. beginrun,:
Jan. 14. and at the usual tire
of 6 to 9 p.m.
Teaching this course will be
Dr. Clyde Vedder. ani educator
for 35 years and a specialist in
criminal justice %; ho came to
the campus last fall from
Odessa. Tex., where he was a
professor on a University of
Texas campus.
I ne other class. POI. 672
, FisCal Federalism and a
graduate-level course. will be
offered from 9 a in until noon
on Saturdays. beginning Jan.
19,atose said. It sill be taught
by Dr. Don Hardy .11.
Additional information on
any of these classes tna be
obtained by silting Dr.
Winfield H. Rose. I iepartment
of Political Science and Public
AffairS Murray State
University., Murray K 42071.






The N'W ( 'A- Spl /US(' A buse
Center will receive more than
$38.00 in federaliand state
funds.to continue Its prwram
through June 8.
Center director Travis
Fritsch said the federal Law
Enforcement Assistance
Administration awarded the
center $36.125 last week. and
that another $1.925 %+ ill come
from the state Justice
Department. The ri, ,oev is to
be matched with $10 115 from
the Lexington-Fay ens. 'ounty
government.
The center provides
counsehing, shelter .,rd legal
advice to women are
abused by their spouse,
Merrj Cb riStn a S
Reflecting at Christmas. we give
thanks to our many friends
By SY RAMSEY
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (API --
Maurice Byrne of Louisville
has been named to head the
Consumer Protection Division
in what Attorney General
Steve Beshear called a
-revitalization and
strengthening" of the unit.
Beshear also announced at a
news conference Monday that
Robert Bullock, who has
headed the division since its
inception 11 years ago, will
stay on as an assistant at-
torney general.
And Beshear said that as
part of his new approach, he is
creating a Division of Con-
sumer Intervention which will
continue the agency's in-
tervention not only in utility
rate cases, but in insurance
and railroad rate issues.
Byrne, 36, headed the
economic crime unit in the
Jefferson County com-
monwealth attorney's office
and has had wide legal ex-
perience in consumer
protection enforcement with
the city of Louisville.
For two years he was aa
assistant attorney general
with the state consumer
division.
Byrne also has been a
legislative aide to 3rd District
Congressman Ron Mazzoli, a
narcotics rehabilitation of-
ficer at Washington, a state
corrections officer and was
active in social services in
Vietnam as well as his home
area. He received his law
degree from Catholic
University of America in
Washington and graduated
from St. Thomas High School
at Louisville.
Bullock 'praised Byrne as
"one of the finest consumer
protectors in the country."
Bullock recalled that when
the consumer division was set
up a decade ago, the climate
was such that there was "even
a suggestion we were part of a
Communist conspiracy."
"My advice I now is to dig
in and enforce the Consumer
Protection Act strongly and
fairly," he said.
Beshear gave every in-
dication that is his plan,
although he noted that con-
sumerism recently has been
eclipsed byc worries about
inflation, unemploYment and
energy.
In this connection, he said,
Kentuckians are deeply
concerned with the rapid
increase in utility rates.
"I am strongly committed
to contesting rate increases to
insure that there is no fat in
such increases and that every
dollar in those rates is clearly
justified," he said.
Later. Beshear said the new
intervention unit would be
headed by Glenda Beard, who
has been in the forefront in
utility matters with the at-
torney general's office the
past few years.
Beshear said his office also
will strongly support news
efforts in consumer education.
He said his staff is planning
various consumer education
programs to be held in the
coming year.
The attorney general said
all these changes "should not
be construed as reflecting
s
OPEN HOUSE + Shown at the Murray -C'allow ay County Comprehensive Care Center
Christmas open house are (from left Darrell Watkins and Ardella Martin, adult students;
Scott Brooks, worker; and Lowell Palmer, board member. The center, working with han-
dicapped adults, held the open house Thursday, Dec. 13, for its board and the community.
adversely upon my friend,
Bob Bullock," who he said has
done an outstanding job of
guiding the consumer division
from its infancy.
But, Beshear said, "there is
a need for new ideas, new






The sky's the limit for
Santa and our glowing
holiday wishes for you.










Litton's Meal-In-One - is the first
microwave oven of its kind.
Cooks 1.2.3 foods, even a complete
meal, all at once. Breakfast, lunch
or dinner.
✓ Litton's Meal-In-One cooking system  is unlike ordinary microwave ovens.
[zi microwaves enter from both sides to,,iirrmind and cook foods more evenly.
Iv Memorymatic " microwave programcooking. with 4 memories, changes time
and cooking speed automatically.
• Features Van -Cook' variable power
  oven control.
Conies with Vari-Temp` automatic
temperature control with food sensor.
Includes: • Solid state touch controls
• Convenient Step-Saver ' timer • Defrost
II " for fast, even. one-step defrosting




NOW ONLY Reg $649.00
The Litton Niealosin•-Oneu
microwave.











Mrs Anna Ruth Barris
Mrs Ann Thornoson
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1. legal iiotice 1. Lc_gal Notice
INVITATION TO BID
The Mayor and Common Council of the
City of Murray will accept bids to pur-
chase a one/half ton truck for use of the
Murray Natural Gas System. Bids are to
be delivered to the City Clerk's office by
4:00 p.m. December 29, 1979. The Council
reserves the right to accept the lowest or
best bid, or to reject any or all bids.
Specifications are available at the City
Clerk's Office, City Hall Building, 5th and
Poplar Streets, Murray, Kentucky.
2. Notice
An easy to read book about the
customs. people. places. and
events of Jesus earthly
ministery May be mailed
anywhere in the U S A to'
$3 50 Call Dr Jerrell White






Ideal for storing house full of
furniture, cars, antiques,
business overflows, etc


































































































division 37 Wariness mal
24 The caama 42 Let it stand 54 Declare
25 Female ruff 44 Hard-wood 55 Withered
27 Wampum tree 56 Above
28 Singing voice 46 Retinue 57 Head Slang
29 Poker stake 48 South Amen- 59 Old pronoun
30 Approach can animal 62 Scale note
32 Court order 49 Gi I's name 64 Knockou







































2. Notice 2. Notice
-.THOSE ARE GREAT HATS



































The Murray Ledger &
Times Office, 103 N. 4th
Street, is open for business
from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. Mon-4
day through Friday and
from 8 a.m. to 12 noon on
Saturdays.






At times other than those
listed above the office is
closed for regular business





business office hours in
placing calls to the
newspaper.
The telephone numbers

































Foster Parents . .753-5362
Hospital  753-5131
Hum. Rts. Corn. 7530849
Humane Soc. 759-4141






Senior Citizens . .753-0929
Sheriff 753-3151
State Pol. 1-800-592-5401
This list of telephone
numbers is published
through the cooperation of
The Murray Ledgtr &
Times and the Social
Concerns Committee.
Readers are urged to clip























E.R.A. - How Does It Af-
fect You? - 759-4444.
For Teens-What About
Marijuana? 759-4445.
John 1415, "If ye love me.
keep, my commandments.- II
John 19, -Whosoever tran-
sgresseth, and abideth not in
the doctrine of Christ hath not
ad. He that abideth, te the
doctrine of Christ. he hath the
Father and the Son. Sabbath
worship service, Saturday's 11
AM and 6 PM. Bible study, 6 til
8 evenings. Study by phone
anytime. Free Store for the
needy. All donations ap-
preciated. Anyone having need
or would like Bible information
or study call Bible Facts or Free
Store. 759-4601,
NOTICE
Mr. Fanner it is

























The family of the late Charlie
Hornbuckle would like to take
this opportunity to say thanks
to the many who showed their
love and sympathy during the
death of our loved one. We
search for words to express our
heart felt warmth May God
bless each of you
The Hornbuckle Family 
5. Lost and Found 
Lost Wheel chain and jack in
front of Calloway County High
School. Call 436-2828. 
6. Help  Wanted 
Homeworkers earn $50 per
hundred securing, stuffing
enevelopes Free details, Reply
Titan-S12. Box 94485.
Schaumberg IL 60194.
Local opening for person with 3
to 5 years experience as bank
teller. Position offers excellent
working conditions and fringe
benefits. Please send resumes
to P.O. Box 32 A
Sirloin Stockade is now accep-
ting applications for part time
help. We have openings for bus
and dish persons, cooks.
cashier, and counter help. App-
ly in person at Sirloin Stockade
KYof Murray. 5 daily. 
6. Help Wanted
Young mother needs full-time
reliable babysitter for three
year old In your home or mine




woman will do babysitting in
my home. Have references. Call
753-3899. 
Will do babysitting, have own
transportation. Call 489-256.6.,
•
Weekly house cleaning. Cheer-
ful, responsible, reasonable
Call Stephanie, 753-7129. 
10. Bus. Opportunity 
Business Opportunity! Country
Music Entertainment
Business.. complete with real
estate, lighting. sound system.
concessions. Unlimited oppor-
tunity. Call Spann Realty
Associates, 753-7724.



















en 10 a.m. and 8
p.m., 1-5 on Sun-
day.
14. Want To Buy
Good used gas floor furnance
759-4496
a.




Nasal, Ky. Norms I am.-11
402-1010
Want to buy Junk cars Call
474-8838 after 5 pm
kfie0.00.100r000.10010.W.W.AX:44i
X CHRISTMAS GIFT °N n
Ai SUGGESTIONS FOR Al
W Al
Ai LADIES Atw miAi mg
00/2  Off AriN N
x1/1 Ladies Coats 20%
X X
N Dresses & nwx Sweaters 10% Off :
Ai
• Gloves costume jewelry and umbrellas,
w
N pant suits jeans, shirts and blouses 11
N 











A Downtown Murray N
N FREE GIFT WRAPPING A
k.0..44.4.X00:0:0..W.000.4.4.14..0.
Ai Purses
14. Want To Buy 
Want to buy one acre more or
less at reasonable price near
Murray. Call 753-0193 after 5
Pm 
15. Articles For Sale
Bargains! Leaf rakes, $1.99,
chain saw files, all sizes. 79
cents each, air conditioner
covers, $1.99. fire shovels. 99
cents each, windshield de-icer,
12 oz. spray can, 88 cents;
duct tape 2-x180. roll. $2.59,
stove pipe. 6". $t 39: trtat
bulbs. 250 watt. infra red.
$1.39 each. Wallin Hardware.
Paris.
Christmas Special! Purple Mar-
tin houses. 6 rooms. $23.99.
12 rooms, $36.99. 18 rooms,
$49.99; 24 rooms, $59.99.
Wallin Hardware, Paris.
Christmas Special! Hair dryer
compact, 1200 watt, light
weight. $9.99. Wallin Hard-
ware.
Fake fur coat, size 8, like new,
$15, Call 474-8823.
New LP albums, 8-track tapes,
cassette tapes. gospel. country,
Christms. and pop. Large selec-
tion. Value to $12.95, all at
$1.00 each. Paris Landing
Countiy Store. Highway 119
just off 79. (901) 642-8119.
Three wagon wheel lights and
one wagon wheel table with
glass top. Phone 753-5940 
16. Home Furnishings 
18 cubic foot Admiral
refrigerator. $450. Call /53
3248. 
Christmas Special! 9 piece
stainless steel cookware se
with copper bottoms. $29.99
Wallin Hardware. Paris.
Christmas Special! Revereware
Saucepan, 1 quart, $10.99: 2
quart, $14.99. 3 quart. $16.99
Wallin Hardware, Paris.
Christmas . Special! Slow
cooker. 524 quart, high and low
heat, Teflon II lined. $14.88.
Wallin Hardware. Paris.
Christmas Special! Water Pulse
Shower Massage Deluxe Head,
$9.99: hand held and wall
mount unit, $13.99. Wallin
Hardware. Paris.
Christmas Special! Self
cleaning Munsey ovens. Model
353, $27.99. model 351.
$43 99. Model 359. $49.99.
Wallin Hardware, Paris.
Christmas Special! Club
aluminum 7 piece set. $33.99.
8 piece set, $39.99, 10 piece
set. $49 11 piece set.
$59.99. Choice of colors
Wallin Hardware. Paris.
Christmas Special! Silvertone
cookware. 7 piece set. $26 99
Wallin Hardware, Pans.
Christmas Special! Corelle Ex-
pressions. 20 piece sets. All
patterns. $4619. Wallin Hard-
ware, Paris.
Christmas Special! Victoria
Number 200 Tomatoe juicer
$20 99 Wallin Hardware
Paris
New restaurant plates, bowls,
cups, salads, desserts, juice
glasses. in many patterns, any
amont. cheap! Paris Landing
Country Store Highway 119.
lust off 79. Call (901) 642-
8119.
Refrigerator for sale. 20.8
cubic foot. GI no-frost,
freezer at top, 242 years old, al-
mond color, excellent condi-
tion. $300 759-1401 
Stainless steel sinks, 4 hole.
self-rimming, double compart-
ment. $29.99. $39 99 and
$P4ar%,s99 Wallin Hardware.
Sears continuous cleaning
range. gold. excellent condi-
tion. 7 yeais old. $150 753-
7408 or 753-5006 after 5 pm 
Will sell good used furniture
and appliances. The Odd Shop.




vacuum cleaner Operates on
12 volt system, includes 15 ft
cord, nozzle brush, crevice tool
and removable bag. $10 99
Wallin Hardware. Pans.
19. Farm  Equipment
Frost proof hydrants. 2 ft bury
depth. For yards or barn lots
$25.99. Wallin Hardware,
Paris.
135 alkassey Ferguson tractor
for sale Call 492-8265 after 6
pm
Wheelbarrows, $15.88, $29.99.




condition. Also partible record
player. 753-0398. 
Spinet piano used like new. Us-
ed console and grand pianos.
Practice palms. New Baldwin
pianos and organs. Lonardo
Piano Company, across from




AM/FM with 8 track
8300.00







Used Spinet piano Buy triH,
beauty and save Clayton s
& B Music, 153-7575.
24. klisciffaneous
Blacktop driveway sealer. 5
gallon pail. $7.99. Supply
limited Wallin Hardware
Paris
Christmas Special! Skil Router
model 548 2 hp, $24 99
Wallin Hardware Paris
Christmas Special! Skil ,cor-
dless inch drill. 2 -speed.
rechargeable. reversing model
2002. $2999 Wallin Hard-
ware Paris  •
Chain saw chains Three
eighths inch pitch for the
following bar sizes, 16''.




chain saw sharpener, sharpens
your chain like a pro. $11.99.
Wallin Hardware, Paris.
Christmas Special! Skil saws,
all with 114- blade, model 538.
$29.99. model 574. $34 99;
model 576. $49,99: model
559, $59 99, model 553.
$79.99. Wallin Hardware, -
Paris.
D's Shirts & Things in Aurora,
storewide sale. 10-50 per cent
off everythtng T's trimmed
sweat shirts, flannel, football
and baseball shirts. and
Sedgefield jeans, Lettering 10
per cent off. Transfers 10-50
per cent off. Gift certificates
Closed Tuesday Phone 414-
8F8u9e0v.,
ood, $25 a rick. delivered
Oak. Hickory. assorted. Round
and split. 18- or 24- 489-
2327.
Fifty pounds of homemade
lard. Call 753-5874.
Have Oak. Hickory firewood






the green door' NNIT
Dixieland Center
FREE we will do your shopping for you!
Call us at 753-7972, we have dozens of gift
suggestions for men, women & children.
FREE: we
beautifully.
FREE We will deliver your gifts to your
will wrap your gifts
home (inside city limits) on Christmas Eve
OPEN NIGHTS TIL 8 PM.
Open Sun. 1-5 p.m.
susig.rchariget Cheats Accepi.d S. ft.',
IF:71.1 •
Opportunity
Beginning January 1. 1980
Openings For
Advertising Sales Positions
Murray Ledger & Times
Good Salary-Insurance-Vacation
and Other Fringe Benefits
Experience Helpful.





AI'(.F 18 l'HE: MURRAY, Ky., LEDGER & TIMF-S. 










It s a dolly
a a haLler It s a
16 el it s h
s a ,eat nd
1 -9 99 Wallin










Seven fiery, well cut diamonds
smartly mounted for that
large diamond look. In your
choice of white or yellow gold

















27. Mobile Home Sales
Price reduced must sell 1974
Magnolia double wide mobile
home Can be used as 2
bedrooms or 4 bedrooms 2 full
oaths living room dining
.3om and den Gas heat
Larpeted throughout new 31 7
ton central air With or without
furniture Can be seen between
9 am and 7 pm at 141 Riveria
Courts
1974 Viceroy a:I electric 2
bedroom 12x60. central heat
and air partially furnished
Call 759-1845 
28. Mob. Home Rents 
For sale or rent 12x60 Two
bedroom, bath and a half. fully
furnished See Brandon Dill at
Dill s Trailer Court
For rent 2 bedroom trailer no
pets Call 489-2118 
One bedroom mobile home
located 2 miles east of Murray
-53 ;703
29. Heating-Cooling_
Air conditioner covers $1 99 to
53.99.  WalLiniiardware Paris
Electric heaters Automatic
with fan forced air 1320 watt.
$1499 1500 watt $1899
Aallin Hardware Paris
. . . . .










Open Til/ 8.-00 P.M. We Accept Vise-Et-
Mon Thru Friday Master Chem*
32 Ants. For Rent
Efficiency apartment. living
ç room tut Ten 
combination
bedroom a bath One block
from MS1J $110 per month
Available Jamary 1st Call 159-
r 4538 after 12 noon
13-.11iiiims for Rtnt 
„I" 
Furnished corn for rent .kit.
4, chen and la,.ndry facilities fur -
1, nished On, blOck from MSU
$50 per mc-th Boy s only Call
759-4538 after 12 noon.
34-.4-1-ouses Fr  Rent 
Farm house for rent located 10
miles east Murray Call 753-





Thousands of Patterns to Choose From
2 All Wallpaper
PRICE In Stock
Prices Good12-8 - 12-15
Black's
Decorating Center
f4 Neat clean 2 bedroom, all elec-tric home 2 miles east of Mtn
ray Low utilities $140 per
--.month $140 deposit Call 753
9829
"ft
• two bedroom house 1 miles
:t on 641 SoLtb $200 per mon
th 753-86.61
14' Three bedrc. m 17 bath, den
utility for Aasher and dryer
Newly de,.- rated Reference.,
T.and secJr 'v deposit required
753-0839701 S. 4th
• $25,,) - nth Located 5 o-








10-6 Sat 1-5 Sun.
26. TV-Radio
Arvin stereo unit with AM-FM
stereo receiver 8-track tape
and record player $60 Call
753-7777 after 4 pm 
RCA color console t v $40
489-2648 Call between 4 and
6 pm
Sure Vocal Mater sound
system with 5 m,ke 5 stands
and a monitor Call 753-1358
after 5 pm
Nanted responsible party to
take up small monthly payment
on 25 color t 'd Warranted
Clayton s I 8, B Music 753-
7575 
1980 Zenith 19 inch color t v
3 months old Call 15-3-62'92 
27. Mobile Home Sales
For sale Extra sharp 12x65
two bedroom 2 bath partially
furnished mobile home
Carpeted central heat and air
See to appreciate Call 489-
2563 after 6 pm
1973 Reveri: 1265. 3
bedroom 2 bath completely
furnished including washer
and dryer central heat and air,
priced at $5250 Cat 753
2762





On The Ninth Day Of Christ-












For rent 1000 square foot
Southside Shopping Center
next to Jim s Shoe Outlet Call
753-6612
32. Apts. For Rent
Efficiency apartment, 2 blocks
from the University all electric
low utilities, $110 per month
$110 deposit Ideal for single
girl Call 753-9829 
For rent Furnished 2 bedroom
apartment near downtown
Murray Available January first
753-4109 
New two bedroom apartment
$250 per month Deposit No
Pets Available January first
753-0814 
Three room downstairs apart

























mat htnr sou i. "cis :nit
And sAwns .1th tor sex, N.,
soma. tr Nak 01719
or 11 and saw .91 some/sing
sou nen] And Tend a on
ssyrrs,/,ssns ATI ,
POW moch,fle 6 built-in Fashion and Flex-Stitch•










1.1 " " 141 34. Houses For Rent
Fr' ' • 'bedroom 
house near
Call 492-8225.





of• .. •oi me,, •o Groot l'or pl.,welly or
tory.ovEvo.r: oten,,y.006::ovv• n••••0 b.b.o oio













hay for sale square
-ill 382.2382 Lynyille
•







Limited Sopply Lay-Away Early
laskan Malamute pup
' Nice pets or guard 
dogs
and up 753.9390 or
7113




,? and grooming 
for
gir !i oe of pet Make 
your
8'hi Kennels,
• .is holidays We 
board





Labrador Retriever 8 week old




Ac-rea of happiness Three love-
ly wooded acres are included
with this charming 3 bedroom,
2 bath, cedar sided home with
living room and den Central
heat and air A decorator s
dream Call Spann Realty




AROLND liii [(A h
This makes house sense! or
the active family who wants a
really functional home here s
your opportunity. 3 bedroom',
2 baths, fulVequipped
chen A good, place to raise
family Call 7 5 3















Old. Perrelue • Carlin
'Satisfied Customers Are Ow 35.












Nice brick borne at
end of the road with
neighbors nearby.
This is the farm in the
Southwest section of
the county that you
have been asking







Brand new executiv •
home on quiet street.
Beautifully decorated,
3 bedrooms, 2 bath
home with many extra
features. Bring your
dreams and move in
on this fine home-
buying opportunity.
Let us describe this
home to you. Phone
753-1212 Ropperud
Realty or visit our con-
veniently located of-
fice at 711 Main.
14 Acres five miles north of
Dover Road $9750 One mile
oft Highway 120 Nice building
sites with trees 'a down or
less We have more I H Austin
Southland Real Estate P 0

















In this quality 3 BR.,
212 bath B.V. in lovely
Canterbury - Loaded






Call today for an appt.
to see this beauty.
WORTH TNE MONEY
:118N. 7th St. - See for
yourself, a real buy at





storage, on shady lot
near downtown.
C41753-1080
Different strokes for different
folks modern tri-level 4
bedroom 2 bath home with
central heat and air. family
room eat in kitchen large
utility room situated on 1'7
acre lot ..m.1 ,Priced in the
$40 s Phone 753
1492 'Offered by Century 21
Loretta lobs Realtors
Dollars and sense! Very good
home at a very low price in mid
$20 s Three bedroom older
home in excellent condition
located near shopping and
park Don t hesitate to call








trailer located on 3m4





1,6perty is all fenced
and cross-fenced for
livestock. Call today
for an appointment to
view this property.
Phone Kopperud Real-
ty 753-1222 for all your
Real Estate needs. We
are members of Multi-
ple Listing Service.
PERFECT SETTING
Mobile. home on a
beautiful wooded lot
(100x230) with a nice
workshop in back.
Mobile home has cen-
tral gas heat and cen-
tral air. Lot also has
two septic tanks if
other trailer hook-
p is desired. Located
orthwest of Murray






• Tow ti loom,/ lor VHF .i17.1 UHF
• I Seth OM( C/1.0.t.'1, VHF and UHF tuners
• hinnel celer tor 0,elfh in.ht sensor circuit
• lunction intr.ired remote r onlrol
• ,n rein clotted k stripe picture tube
• 41., k start oi, eitt inn ,ounc1
• Automatic fine tun.ng and «,ior control
• Automatic gam control and degauss.no
• iqhted VHF and UHF channel Indira!,
• Walnut woodyrain h.nr. ,mpact .
• Built In cord vvinde•
• Lasy grip handle
• ill lasted
World of Sound
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o o mar e e
(Lie away







1•04 -.fret Se. •ta.,
Lights! Lights! Lights!
Opp's 1/2 Price







c22 So 12th (in the rear)
Look for the Big Orange Sign
4& Real Estate 43. Real Estate
NIM1111•11=11101111114
Purdom & Thurman
Insurance & Real Estate
Murray, Kentucky
753-4451
; Cattle and hog . farm. approx-
imately 70,000 yearly income.
11247 acres level land Big far-
:owing house. 5000 bu grain
'Din 5000 bale pole barn large
tool shed may hog houses 3
bedroom mobile home water
and electric in all buildings
Located one mile from
'beautiful Kentucky lake and
U S highway 79 Equipment
and livestock optional. Farm
, only can be purchased for
.• $155500 with 14 down or less
-).H. Austin Southland Real
Estate. P 0 Box 233,
Clarksville, TN 37040
Doctor or nurse worried about
getting to' work this winter
when the ice and snow comes?
Need a phone in your car' Have
a pet but no place to put it'
Like a large work room away
from it all for those rare spare
moments? We have a solution
for you For the complete pic-
ture, call 753-1492 Offered
by Century 21 Loretta Jobs
Realtors.
46.-4om-es-For Site
House and lot at 107 South
15th Street. now occupied by




1977 Model YZ80 Yamaha.










cN t‘ Murray, Ky.
I 
HORNBL1CKLE BARBER SHOP
1111 W Weleiur eer
MEW OFFICE NOUNS, Closed All Day Wed.
Monday-Friday 7:30-Noon Saturday 7.30 ti I 5:00
Price of
HAIRCUT $1.25 PRICE SHAVE 75'
J. ii..o.i I beer elk 'Mos ail 7S3 /1181 ow dara • Wyo.. Roomy Plias Swart.
47. Motorcycles
One Adventure 3 wheeltr tor
sale Call 474-2355
1973 Yamaha 100 $125 One





















































Tire sale' Coopers best 4-ply
Polyester white wall. 12-32
tread depth. 7 rib with 120
tread wear level A78x13-.
$22 55 plus 1.72 FIT.
178x14-. $26 10 plus 220
FIT. F78x14. . $2697 plus
232 FIT: G78x14 or 15' .
$28.83 plus 254 FIT.
H78x14 or 15-, $30.02 plus
276 FIT, L78x15-. $3221




Snow tires for cars and most
pickup trucks Plain or studd-
ed Studded tires only $4 extra
if you buy early Wallin Hard-
ware, Paris
49. Used Cars
1975 Monte Carlo Landau,
power brakes. steering, and air,
cruise new tires, wire wheel
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•I $ro In Trade -411Mks
E 14
.1,4 For an old pair of jeans for a new r1
I., pair of men's Levi, Wrangler or Lee I 1
co: Jean:, or overalls. 5-
o 
Z ZSDee greeds Of Stool Teed 











Pr Western Store 4,19
: Olympic Plaza 
:5.o Murray, Ky.-(502) 753-98855
Roars 9-9, 14 Sac
Ix "We Dress People and Horses"
5: Shoe a Seddle Repairs, Oribepedic Services
"Boots 8 Shoes For Every To




%Us inspire 'YAMAHA FOR CHRISTMASed 
49. Used Cars
1979 Cougars XR7 lord Ex-
cellent cars, never been sold.
still under warrenty They have
all the factory options 3 to
choose from One has moon
roof, bucket seats. console All
like new, sell or trade on low
low price Parker Ford 75'.
5273
1972 Chevell Malibu 4-door
vinyl top low mileage Cal
753-5422
For sale 1974 Chrysie,
Newport. 2-door hardtop new
tires, new battery $500 751
61-19. 
1979 Mercury Grand Marg.?
4-door, white on white Woo
velour interior, loaded with ex-
tras 4ncluding AM-FM stereo
tape with CB radio Only 950
miles Will discount $2-750
Parker Ford. 753-5273
1973 MG Midget Call 753-
8697.
1979 T-bird. one owner trade
in, red and silver, small V-8,
still under warranty. Can make
a fantastic deal Parker Ford.
753-5271
1979 T-Bird Town Landau
white with moon roof, real
leather seats. AM-FM stereo.
search radio with CB. Every fac-
tory option Ford executive car
never sold 6660 miles Still
under warranty Buy the best at
a low price. Parker Ford, 753-
5273.
1978 XR1 Cougar. red and
white, factory demo, driven
less than 200 miles. Never
been sold. Quad tape with CB
radio. tilt wheel. cruise control.
cast aluminum wheels. You
couldn't steal one for the price.
Parker Ford. 753-5273.
50. Used Trucks
1911 international criool bus
753-7746
1979 Jeep Renegade. excellent




model 1010 8 cylinder,
automatic transmission, air
conditioned radio, heater
power clean Anxious to sell,
$1300 Call 753-6500 or 753-
8050
5lervices I. Offered 
ALL TYPES home remodeling
and maintenance References
Guarenteed work Free
estimates Call 753-8948 or
753-2501 after 5 pm 
Byers Brothers & Son-General
home remodeling, framing.
aluminum siding. gutters. and
roofing Call 1-395-4967 or 1-
362 4895
Will haul driveway




























$10"(im--Up To • 
Free Drilling + a Free Garnet
Pro Line
Golf Clubs *Balls Bags-Shoes
ALL REDUCED
Jackets, V-Heck Sweaters, Shirts and other
golf and tennis clothing
REDUCED TO SELL
TRY OUR CHRISTMAS
1415 Main LAY-AWAY PLAN 753-2202
49. Used Cars 
Bank of
Murray
Member F.D. I. C.
53. Services Offered
Carpet cleaning, at reasonable
rates, Prompt and efficient ser-




Vibra-Vac steam or dry clean-
ing, Call Lee's Carpet Cleaning.
753-5827.
Concrete and block work. Block
garages, basements. driveways,
walks. patios, steps. free
estimates. 153-5476.
Carpenter contractor. New and
remodel. Hawley Bucy 492-
8120,
Fireplace and chimney brick
repair. Fireplace inserts and
stoves, made to order. Brick
house pointing. Call after 6
pm, 436-2855.
Fence Sales at Sears now. Call
Sears 753-2310 for free






1976 Vega CT stationwagon, 4
73865.0300 actual m!les Call 753- a
CORRECTION / 
Zinn Sc Cranky Vaaaaba, IGth a
/
20 mpg $5800 Call 753-0318 1 /
1977 Chevy Suburban 1 /
1918 Jeep C; 5 Renegade
loaded with options 6 cylinder
Silveraod. power steering.
front and rear one owner. In I
eulleAr starSt • sla•
PCs! SCn 1011
power brakes nit wheel air
6 Oz. Lobster Tail
Surf & Turf  $13.95
03 tonaio.
Seasoned word. Ant a roach of onions spices
8 Oz. Rib Eye  $7.25
Send/ in S. •n Q.ahry
10 OZ. Kansas Gty Strip  $7.95
Cooled Pa a pipit tat port.. non
6 Oz. Queen Fiet  $7.95
For Mt. Oatoon at Hoar ts
6 Oz. Lobster Tail  $8.50
A treat tan tor itok,
16 Oz. T-Bone  $8.75
A root mon said stool.
8 Oz. Fact Mignon  $9.25
On/y 010 nos, boot Iliandws
12 Oz. Nets York Strip  $9.25
The root nes/
Sirloin For Two(with oil the trimmings) Our Famous
Salad Bar (a meal in itself, you find it a true delight
All You Con Eat






Spaghetti a.sposo.or, mew sooc• 
Toppocl with °sir own maiscio/ sours proporod from an aid nallon roc Ipa
o Otp to our salad bar and o leo, of fresh oven baltod brood
D teeVans serves o &lwls the est in U5. Choice Seel, cut fresh dPply.
TENDERNESS NOT GUARANTEED ON EXTRA WEIGDONE STEAKS
3
mint condition S5250 Also






1%6 Deleyan ar ride, 6 car
rig $4500 Call 416-2764 
1979 Dodge Maxi an. reduced
for quick sale was $4150. now
$4000. See at Garrison Motor
Sales, Highway 641 North.
across . from Rtyeria Trailer
Court. /53-6000 -
For sale 1979 Dodge Max}
van $4150 See at Garrison
Motor Sales on Ouguid Drive
753-6000
For sale or trade 1949 Jeep
truck, all original flatheat 4
cylinder 16 inch snow tires
and excellent 4 wheel drive











your needs, old or new quality
work Call 753-0565
Do you need stumps removed
from your yard or land cleared
of stumps./ We can remove
stumps up to 24' below the
ground. leaving only sawdust
and chips. Call for free
estimate. Steve Shaw 753-
9490 or Bob Kemp 435-4343.
53. Services Offered
Guttering Ly jrdiS 5e,:v
tmuus gutters iilstaileC,,•
your specitiAtions Lail scar
753 2310 for free estimate,
Have your Larpet cieaned
Joe Smith the people who
know carpets Call 7536660
for free estimates_ . .
Insulation blown in by Sear,:
save on these high heating anC
cooling bills Call Sears 75.3
2310 for free estimates_ _ . . _
Licinsed Electrician arid gas in
stallation heating installation
and repairs Call 753-7203
Painting - Paperhanging Corn
mercial or residential Free
estimates 759-1987_
Plumbing or electrical or sewer
bored out Call 474-2257
Snow removal from driveways.
parking lots. etc Also tractor
work breaking, disking,
bushhogging, blade work. Call
753-7400 from 8 til 5. after 5
pm 753-2632.
Wet basement? We make wet
basements dry. work complete-
ly guarenteed. Call or write
Morgan Construction Co
Route 2, Box 409A. Paducah,
KY 42001. or call day or night
1-442-7026
Will do plumbing and heating
repairs and remodeling around
the  home Call 753-9600
Will haul driveway white rock
and Ag lime, also have any type
of brown or white4pra gravel
Call Roger Hudson. 753-4545
or 753-6763
5-6-.-F141-61umn 
Free puppies' Call 753-7746
THE CHRISTMAS WAREHOUSE STORE
























Home window cleaning, no job too large
or small, reasonable rates, insured and







Floored and ready. Up te 12.24. Also bare style, of-
fices, cottages, mobile borne ed-ons, and patios, or U-
BUILD, pre-cat completely reedy to assemble tip to 24
x 60. Ivy the best for less.
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Deaths and Funerals




Futrell Dill of 413 Sycamore
Street. Murra • died Monday
at 610 p in. at the %lurrav-
(allosa County Hospital.
Her death at the age of 58
followed an illness of several
months.
The Murray woman was
emploed at Fisher Price
Toys prior to her illness. Born
Oct. 8, 1921, in Lafayette. she
uas the daughter of the late
006 Futrell and Lucy Futrell.




Ohio: one son. Michael Dill,
Memphis, Tenn.; one brother,
Kenneth Futrell, Gilbert-
sville ; four grandchildren;
one step grandchild.
The funeral will be held
Wednesda at 2 p.m. at the
chapel of the Blalock-Coleman
Funeral Home with Henry
Hargis and the Rev. A. J.
Outland officiating. Burial
will follow in the Murray City
Cemetery.
Friends may call at the
funeral home after 7 p.m.
today Tuesday.I 
The family requests that
expressions of sympathy take




The funeral for Mrs. Walter
W. Vera Hutchens of 1704
Miller Avenue, Murray. is
being held today at 1:30 p.m.
at the chapel of the J. H.
Churchill Funeral Home with
the Rev. Dr. Walter E.
Mischke. Jr., and the Rev.
Robert Farless officiating.
Mrs. Ann Doran is soloist with




Jack Dodd, Dick Sykes,
Groover Parker, and Earl
Douglas; and as honorary
pallbearers are Joe Dick, H.
Glenn Doran, Bradburn Hale.
Lowell King, H. T. Waldrop,
Rex Alexander, Gillard Ross,
and Buron Jeffrey. Burial will
follow in the Murray City
Cemetery.
Mrs. Hutchens, 71, died
Sunday at 2 p.m. at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
She is survived by her
-husband; three sons, Robert
of Oak Brook. Ill., Walter P. of
Murray. and Thomas D. of
Charlotte. N. C.; two sisters,
Mrs. Rudj• Heneks of Howell,
Mich., and- Mrs. Hafford
Parker of Murray; two
brothers, George Dunn, Jr.,





Two break-ins occurred this
past weekend, according to a
Calloway County Sheriff's
Office spokesman.
The spokesman said the
Linzy Bean residence, Route
5, had a television, clock and
several Christmas packages
stolen.
He added a tool box, several
tools and other items were
taken from the home of Paul
A. Lassiter, Route 4.
Officials do not feel the
incidents are related, ac-
cording to the spokesman.
The sheriff's office is con-




Final rites for Hugh Farris
of B-9 Fox Meadows. Murray.
sere held today at 10:30 am.
at the chapel of the J. H.
Churchill Funeral Home with
the Rev. Dr. Bill Whittaker
anti the Rev. George T. Moody
officiating. Gus Robertson,
Jr.. was soloist with Richard
Jones as organist.
Pallbearers were Richard
and Tommy Vance. Joe Kent
and Jerry Dodd, Jimmy
Pearcy, and R. C. Jones.
Burial was in the Murray City
Cemetery.
Mr. Farris. 71, died Sunday
at 5:31 a.m. at the Murray-
Calloway County Hospital.
He is survived by his wife,
Mrs. Lillie Vance Farris; one
son. Bill Farris and wife,
Bettye. Benton; three gran-
dchildren, Mrs. Wade
Outland, Dayton Ohio, Miss
Ebeth Farris and Miss Susan
Farris, Benton; two sisters,
Mrs. Louise Stiles and Mrs.
Mary Turner. and one
brother, Wilburn Farris,
Murray.
John D. Warren Is
Dead At Age Of 79;
Rites Wednesday
John D. Warren of Murray
Route 4 died Monday at 12:35
p.m. at the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital. He was 79
years of age.
The deceased was a retired
farmer and a member of the
Sinking Spring Baptist
Church. Born Nov. 5. 1900, in
Calloway County. he was the
son of the late Dixon Warren
and Martha Jane Taylor
Warren.
His wife, Mrs. Bertha Bucy
Warren, died May 23, 1976.
Mr. Warren is survived by
one son, L. D. Warren and
wife. Ruth, and one grandson,
Danny Warren, all of Murray
Route 4.
Funeral services will be
held Wednesday at 10:30 a.m.
at the chapel of the .Blalock-
Coleman Funeral Home with
the Rev. Billy Turner and the
Rev. R. J. Burpoe officiating.
Gus Robertson, Jr., will be
soloist.
Burial will follow in the
Sinking Spring Cemetery.
Friends may call at the
funeral home.
Stock Market
Prices of stocks of local unerest at
noon. EST. today. furnished to the Mur-
ray Ledger & Tunes by First of

























Wal Mart  35% -s%
Wendys IVIB 13NA
.35N +L.


















Federal-State Market News Service
December MOWN
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Includes 7 Buying Stations
Fteceipts: Act. 1177 Est. 450 Barrows &
Cats $IM lower Sows wider MO lbs.
steady $1.00 lower over 500 lbs. steady
.50 higher
US 1-2 200-230 lbs... 939.00-31.25
US 2100-240 lbs.. . $33.75-20.00
US 3-3 340-250 lbs. . 637 75-3975
US 34290-100 lbs.
Sows
US 1-2 270-350 lbs. $20 00-Z 00
US 1-3 300-4501bn. VS 00-26 00
LS 1-3 450,500 lbs.  00-5100
US 1-3 500-6501bn. .93009.31.10 few 3200
US 2-3 3004001bl. 135002600
Boars over 300 lbs. mostly 20 00-23 no
maim Anew maim mem mEmy amilf.;1 I
1978 Chevrolet Pick-Up
Two totie, power brakes, tilt cruise, air, AM/FM
stereo, CB, bucket seats, power windows, door lock,
sliding rear window, rails, chrome rear step bum-
per, fancy wheels, one owner, brown and beige.
$5,500
Q GM Keep That Great GM Feeling
With Genuine GM PortsGOICIIAL 1107011S Runs °mum
Dwain Taylor Chevrolet, Inc.
641 South 753-2617
maw maim mem mem ingtow maws maw.
ras 
sksiness*Oo. o =, f, As- c Q.cis 15.9-6 96'149 C?..7taal
l"...14.111‘01.,,...1".t.4"41't'...' c'sg. tkill& 406 Qsals ZAN. Q..111 C,41, Q.CID CIAO RA&
In conj.- Lion with the
Dickens Christmas
celebratioi, in Press Alley,
downtown riurches located
within a IA, it of the site will











0 Manger Scene At First Christian Church Manger Scene At First United Methodist Church
°O•la Ape ,a&C.a&e,Aat, ASV ..tat,da
 C, ,g1bekil.A.031410"Alittdil
e.41-e1/411ZAlli. maw Nos sts.. ems iskm pawn,. 
n.a.. pas tea. tad  eka. ey, paa,
St. John's Baptist Church
from 5 p.o to 9 Thursday,
Dec. 20.
The chur nes participating
are the irst Christian , , •
Church, 5ft Street; First
Baptist Chu:. h. 4th Street; St.
John Chu' h, North 2nd 
•
Street; a: First United
Metodist 'Iturch. Maple
Street.
A tour will take
place bet ‘I t' • n the churches.
The publi( ,s invited to par-
ticipate. T! churches will be
decorated for Christmas;
candles w.. be burning and
Christma,• songs will be
plaing.
This is the first event of its
kind in Murray. The thrust of
the event to bring people
into Murrzi for a celebration
of the true meaning of
Christmas
The walkIng tour, like all
events oi the Dickens•
Christnia • •; free
The News In Brief
•
INTERNATIONAL
TEHRAN. Iran I AP -- The
students holding 50 Americans
hostage, in the U.S. Embassy
blasted Foreign Minister
Sadegh Ghotbzadeh today for
talking too much and falsely
encourailnk-the Carter ad-
ministration, and said "the
least" they will do is try the
captives for spying unless the
shah is returned to Iran.




leading member of Ayatollah
Ruhollah Khomeini's
revolutionary regime, and two
of his bodyguards at Tehran
University today. Mofateh,
the head of the university's
theology department, was the




- The usual deadlock over
new prices for crude oil
prevailed today as the year-
end' meeting of the
Organization of Petroleum
Exporting Countries went into




Minor damage was done io a
house in Lakeway Shores
following a fire late Monday
afternoon, according to a
Calloway County Fire-Rescue
Squad spokesman..
The spokesman' said four
trucks responded to the fire at
Ralph McGee's home. The fire
started in the ficeplace and
cause still is unknown, the
spokesman said
Livestock Market
LOUISVILLE. Ks AP USDA
Cattle 1900; slaughter steers and heifers
firm; slaughtercows 2.50-300 higher.
slaughter bulls steady, slaughter calves
steady: vealers steady: feeders steady .
Slaughter steers choice 1050 lb 63.80.
standard and good 1050-1100 lb holsteins
51.00.
Slaughter heifers cixfice 1000 lb 63.30.
good and choice 800-950 lb 63 40-66 OD.
Slaughter cows commercial 47. 75-
50.75: utility 49.5045 00, Ion dressing
4550-4750. cutter 4750-5000, .
Slaughter bulls 1.2 1000-1300 lb 5350-
1700.
Slaughter calves and sealers ,hoice
175-315 lb vealeri 7000.17 50. high choice
and prime 90 00-92 00. c hoice 365-508 lb
calves 69.0072 50. feeder steers 300-500
lb 90 09411.00. 500-600 lb 77 00-65 00. 609
700 lb 76.0043.00; 700-900 lb 6900-7010
300-500 lb 75004300; medium frame 1
306-500 72 0040 00; 500400 lb 68 00-77 00.
holstein.. 500900 lb 60.00-73 00; heifers
mnted 300-500 lb 68.00-75 00; 500-730 lb
65.75-72.00. 300-500 lb 60 0049 00. 50D-750
lb 50.0046 00. stock cows 2-5 years old
9504100 lb 52.5044 90, 750-800 lb 48 50-
52.50;
Hogs 1000. barrows and gilts 1.00-1 25
tower. 1-2 210-240 lb 40 4040 65. 200-250 lb
39 95-40 35. 2-3 250-290 lb 37 7S-39 55.
saws 50-1 00 higher. 1-3 350400 lb 31 OD-
32.00; 400400 lb 32 0644.00; 500410 lb
34.0634.45: hoars over RD lb 25 25-25 50.
Sheep 25. one lot wool slaughter lambs
choice 100 lb steady at $0.00 ,
Arabia trying to hold the line
at $24 a baerel and Libya and
Algeria pressing for more.
NATIONAL
NEW YORK AP --
Gasoline prices are climbing
again, and analysts say the
cost of pulling up to the gas
pump could be as much 10
percent higher in the next two
months.
On Monday. Standard Oil
Co. of California, uhich
markets under the Chevron
brand name, and Exxon Corp.
said they were raising'
wholesale gasoline prices 6
cents a gallon in response to
Saudi Arabia's decision to
boost crude prices S6 a 42-
gallon barrel to $24
ATLANTA AP - The
torture of Death Row for
convicted murderer Jack
Howard Potts mal‘ be as
physical as it is psychological,
making his case different
from those of other con-
demned men who have
welcomed the executioner.
Potts claims the policeman's
bullet that shattered his jaw
and lodged in his spine four
years ago when he was
arrested has turned his life
into one of "torture and pain."
WASHINGTON
WASHINGTON I AP) - The
"windfall profits" tax passed
by the Senate is heading into a
congressional negotiating
committee with little prospect
for a compromise this year. A
Senate-House conference
committee is to hammer out a
measure that over the next 11
years will cost the oil industry
somewhere between the $178
billion voted by the Senate late
Monday, and the $277 billion
passed by the House. It also
will be under pressure to
Hearing Scheduled For
Elvis Presley's Doctor
NASHVILLE. Tenn API -
The state Board of Medical
Examiners has scheduled a
January hearing for the late
Elvis Presley's doctor on
*charges he overprescribed
-drugs for himself. Presley and
other patients.
Dr. George Nichopoulos, the
physician, has had no com-
ment on the charges since
they were first made Sept. 24.
The board has the power to
suspend or revoke
Nichopoulos' medical license
if the complaint is sustained,
subject to appeal through the
state court system.
The cause of Presley s death
is not at issue in the
proceeding.
The state filed an amended.
59-page complaint against
Nichopoulos on Monday. It
provides further details about
the accusations against the
doctor.
He is accused of prescribing
uppers. downers,
tranquilizers and narcotics
over several months for
Presley. including some on the
day the singer died, Aug. 16.
1977. Other patients listed are
rock 'n roll singer Jerry Lee
Lewis and Arthur Baldwin, an
FBI informer and owner of
some topless Memphis
nightclubs, Neither Lewis nor
Baldwin were available for
comment Monday
The original complaint was
based on a routine audit of the
records of • Memphis phar-
macies by Health Department
inspectors.
Meanwhile, the board
denied a request by
Nichopoulos • lawyers that
portions of the Jan. 14 hearing
in Memphis be closed to the
public to protect the privacy of
some of the physicians'
patients.
Acting on the advice of the
state attorney general's of-
fice, the board said the
hearing was covered by the
state Open Meetings Art that
requires any such proceeding
to be public. Anne Stringham,
spokeswoman for the Health
Department, said the hearing
is scheduled in the Memphis




Harlan Spann, 54. Murray,
was listed in fair condition
Monday at Jennie Stuart
Hospital, Hopkinsville, after
having been injured in a car-
truck acciderLt on Sunday at U.
S. 41-north and the Northwest
Bypass at Hopkinsville.
Spann was injured when he
was pinned in his car for a
short time after the accident
which occurred around 4:45
p.m. Sunday.
Rescue units from the
Hopkinsville Fire Department
freed Spann by using "Jaws of
Life" emergency rescue
equipment. He was tran-
sported by ambulance to the
hospital.
William Trice, 68, Herndon
Route 1, a passenger in the
pickup truck that collided with
Spann's car, also was reported
injured in the mishap, but not
heverely enough to require
hospital treatment. vo
provide the industry with
ample incentives to increase
production.
WASHINGTON 1API -
More than half the public now
wants to see Jimmy Carter
seek re-election, a remarkable
reversal over the last six
months, an Associated Press-
NBC News poll says. Carter's
handling of the Iranian crisis
has helped give his standing
with the public the largest
boost of his tenure in office.
But with more than 10 months
left before the election, the
problems of the economy and
energy are still major weak
spots for Carter's image.
Study Shows Park Can
Be Turned Into Facility
Of National Interest
FRANKFORT, Ky. - Blue
Licks Battlefield State Park
can be developed into a resort
park of national interest and
importance, according to a
study released by the Blue
lacks Battlefield State Park
Development Study Com-
mission.
The study, entitled "The
Potential of Blue Licks Bat-
tlefield State Park," was
prepared by the Department
of Tourism and contains a
consultant's report, an
economic analysis prepared
by the Development Cabinet
and the commission's con-
clusions.
The primary purpose for
developing the park is tt,
preserve and interpret the
abundant cultural, historica.
and archaeological resources
in the park, the study con-
cludes.
Prehistoric remains. the
Revolutionary War Battle of
Blue Licks and the area's
reputation for mineral spas
during the mid-1800s make
Blue I.icks rich in heritage,
says the consultant's report
from Dr. Clare Gunn. a
professor in the department of
recreation and parks at Texas
A & M University.
Gunn's report recommends
the construction of a restored'
village representing the Blue
Licks settlement during the
mineral spa •era. Major
buildings would include the
historic Arlington Hotel, a




states that the proposed park
would serve as an economic
stimulus to the Blue licks
region. Construction of a lodge
would • boost growth in the
region's private sector, which
has an inadequate supply of




penditures and revenue from
a lodge with a dining room and
gift shop could range from
$896,000 to $1,626,000,
depending on the size of the
lodge and occupancy rates.
Total in-state expenditures
by park visitors this year are
estimated to be $171,845.
In September 1978, Gov.
Julian Carroll authorized the
commission to study the
park's potential and report its
Findings. In addition to the
study, the Governor's Com-
mission on State Parks
Development sponsored a.
public meeting on Blue Licks
in September. It was attended
by niore than 300 persons.
Those attending the meeting
expressed overwhelniing
support for the proposed park,
according to the study.
The Blue Licks commission
has been administratively
attached to the Department of
Commerce, division of
tourism development, which





EVANSVILLE, Ind. I AP) -
Bob Green says he is no longer
interested in the Executive
Inn he owns here or in one-
time plans for a 500-room
Executive Inn East adjacent
to the present hotel.
(;reen, 68, also owns
Executive Inns at Owensboro
and Vincennes. Ind., and has
plans for a hotel-convention
center in Paducah.
A prospective buyer has a
90-da) option to purchase the
Evansville hotel, Green said.
The potential sale would not
affect the Owensboro
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Carpet Sale
Sculptured Shag '6.95 sq. yd.
Plus '6.50 sq. yd.








We Install Carpets & Vinyls
Come In Look Our Samples Over





















6.00 to '10.00 Hampers
Wicker Wall Plantings
Wicker Swing Chair
Only '59.95
Hampers
Only 539.95 t6-s8-10
/71
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